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The ei^acity of m«n« In fact of «11 higher living 
Jcmingm, to k««p vigil or to maintain attantiva watch on th« 
aurrounding avwnta has baan a crucial factor in tha atruggla 
for survival* Had he not bean endowed with this C4i^acity« it 
would have been extr^nely difficult for hira to face the 
cballenqes of life and to gain enough mastery over e< the highly 
complex* varied* and do^anding environment surrounding him. The 
urge to gain mastery in the recent past has led tei trenneridoua 
t(»chnoloc)ical ^vanceraont with the result that the natu e of his 
life conditions has greatly changed, .Manual handlinv^ i; h JVB qiven 
way t0 electronically controlled handlings, requiring a high l*^ vel 
o£ monitoring capacity* It is* hot^ever* dwulijtltjil ii taan possesses 
enoayih of this capacity to meet the demands of tiie zrelevjuit aspects 
of technological <iaivironment that he has creatcO for himself out of 
his inventive endeavour* In fact* onan h«^ s done rather poorly on 
automatic systems* requiring him to keep vigil for electronic* 
radar* or sonar signals* this has led to sustained efforts on the 
part of investigators in the area of applied experimental psycho-* 
logy to discover the iactocs which affect vigilance* The pres«f)t 
enquiry is a fiiodest ^ttipn^t in the same direction* 
As the behaviour pheiwmenon under investigation is 
vigilance in extraverts and introverts as affeoted by task sinUL-
larity* it is in the fitness of lyings* to imderstand i^at the tern 
•igil«ne« tmrnna* In th« eontwnporary Xlt«r«tur« thm t«xiii 
vigil«!«• ha« lMi«n ii««d in two distinct* but not iwtuttily 
•xolusivo way«« whil* momm Invaatiy^ t^ors r«f«r to it «• a 
e«ntrel iirrocos** otHeea ^sonsiAaJr It iBQtnt dasirid^ le to uaa tha 
t«rm vigilanca aa perfozmanca on a watch kaaping taak. It is 
nacaasary to axamina aach aoda of defining vigilanca ao aa to 
clarify its concaptual position. 
Vigilanca* in almost all the theories* has heen 
concoivad as a central process somewhat akin to the process of 
attention. Mackworth (19S0)* W}K> introduced the term vigilance 
in the conteiporary literature of * sychology and advanced the 
cortical 'inhibition theory* to acasunt for the generally 
observed decrement in per^rraance with time on watch* reg :rda 
vigilance a@ a central process of attentive nature. He defines 
vigilance (19S7) as "a state of readiness to detect and respond 
to certain specified flsnall changes occurring at rondom time 
intervals in the environment**. Broadbent (1956)« the proponent 
of * filter theory** regards vigilance as essentially a stimulus 
selectivity process operating at the cortical and subcortical 
levels. Likewise* Baker (1959) in his 'expectancy theory* regards 
vigilance as a cortical excitatory process, ubvlously* one could 
be maximally attentive to minor* infrequwnt* and unpredictable 
changes in the stimulus condition «• when he expects them most. 
Vigilance as a centrally occurring phwnomuion has been ooaoeived 
in the 'arousal theory' of Deese (199S) albso* in which vigilance 
like attention* has be«n assumed to depend on the level of cortical 
«foita«X produe«<9 by th« mttmrmnt. III^UIMIS reaching \hm oort«x 
through r«ti<naiar formation •» a diffusad projaetion systam, 
Mmom the viawa asqpraaaadl by aevaral iiqportant 
invaatigatora ragardlng tha natura of vlgilanoa, it ia elaar 
that vigilanca in the vaxioua thaoriea haa bean referred to aa 
a central pcoceaa or atate of the indivitauaX* i^ hich i^peara to 
be aiiiiil^ r to the proceaa of attention* However^ th«^  re are mxm 
isiportant differences aiao between vigilance and attention* 
Attention* it may be pointed out* refers to a condition of high 
alertness which is momentary a>nd fluctuating* but alertness in 
vigilance is a relatively lasting state* That is* vigilance 
refers not to the process of focussing attention* l3ut to the 
process of sustaining attention* £4oreover* vigilance* unlike 
attention* involves a certain anoimt of decision making also as 
to whether a given event is or is not a signal* This is 
particularly true for tasks requiring sharpness of discrimination 
between signal and non*signal stiimili* iSesides* the two differ 
operationally also in a marked way* The operation or procedure 
specified to study vigilance is different from the one used for 
studying attention* 
Ho^ M>ver* some investigators* particularly ilollaiid 
(1963)* MacGrath (1963>* have raised objection against the view 
that vigilance is a central process* They argue th®t even if 
vigilance could be conceived as a subjective state of the 
Individual* it can only be inferred fron observable changes in 
pmwi^xmmnem on a detection task* H«nc«« thoy maintain that it 
would bo noro oqp^ copriata to say *Vigilanea parformanea* rathar 
than Juat *vigilanca*« bacauaa Viyilanca parformanea ia aomathing 
diractly obaarvabJla* Ba%, ti^ ftiOier otm ifv^rt to vlgilanea aa a 
*ai>bjactiva atata*« or tiaa it down to parformanea* it makaa 
littla diffarancat becausa in aither casa ona has to dafina tha 
eoncapt oparationally in order to maka it ainaniiable tx) mxp^rl" 
mentai invastigation* Hance«. it ie more important to specify the 
stiimtlua conditions tmdar which vigilance behaviour is generally 
studied* 
'Ihe stiiaulua condition nonaally designea to study 
vigilance r<mjaXre3 the subject or the obsmrvesr tx> keep himself 
attentive over a fairly long period of tioHe ao aa to perceive and 
report whenever changes of specified nature occur in the operating 
environment* i'he change in the operating environiaent which the 
8ubj<K!t is required to detect has convwfitionally been referred to 
as signal* It ia absolutely necessary to specify clearly what 
kind of change %K>\U.d constitute a signal* 
The most inqaortant feature of the stimulus condition 
for the study of vigilance is the one %ihieh requires the observur 
to keiqp a sustained watch* Translated in Operational iorm it 
means that signals should be of low intensity* low frequMtey* «Bd 
of low regularity* These characteristics of the signal need some 
elaboration* 
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A« regards th« 'intensity of signal* it may b« 
pointiMl out that a signal Must toa inttoisa anough to ba 
dataetabla tout it should not ba so intansa as to ea|)tura tha 
«ttant^M»~e£ I^ Mt obaarvar iavolt»itaf^y« 
/^ »art ttam low intansity# tha othar two assantial 
raquirtmants of a vigileunca task are that signals should occur 
infraquantly and at ran^ tom tin» intarval. By the infrequent 
occurrence o£ signals it is meant that the ratio between signal 
and non«»8ignal stimuli slwuld be very low* Zt tneane the 
probability of an event being a signal should be ^ sry low» 
Besides* signals slK>uld not occur at regular interval so that 
no expectancy or vory little eaqpecteaicy as to when the next 
signal was likely to occur builds t;^  in the observer* 
Zt is also necessary to specify ^ at tNa subject 
is required to do* The subject may be asked to report verbally 
that t» has detected a signal* or he may be required to make a 
motor response* such as* pressing a key* pushing a button* or 
making a tick mark in order to indicate detection of a signal* 
whatever the form of reaponse* it is necessary to ensure that 
the detection response has no effect on the occurrence of 
signals* 
In short* a vigilance task requires a subject to 
respond in s<me specified way to the occurrence of relatively 
slight* infrequent* and more or less unpri^ULotable stimulus 
ehaages over relatively long period of time* The tasks most 
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eonmonly wnployad for \hm study of vigiXanc* ar« of 4 catogorlost 
(1) isoteeting « dotiblo Jump of « clock hand* %ihioh uatiaJUy aakac 
ffin§l« Swap ovary aoeofMai (2) dataeting slightly brlghtar or 
difflmar flaahas in a Miriaa of uniform visual or auditory flashesi 
(3) datacting an unusual fluctuation in on« of a numbar of 
fluctuating dialsy (4) listoning for a particular saquance o£ 
digits in a sarias of digits* 
AS extraversion-introversion is the main variable 
o£ the 8tudy# because it is the vigilance performance of extra* 
verts and introverts on high and low similarity tasks which is 
being inve8ti(:;ated# it is necessary to deal with its origin* 
nature* and attributes briefly* 
AltlK>ugh the typological approach of categorizing 
individuals in terms of extraverts and introverts on the basis 
of behavioral characteristics is very old and can be traced 
back to the observations of the Greek Philosopher HipfwerateSf 
it was C*C* Jung (1921)* «rtio made the first cc»nprehensive attenipt 
to develop a typological theory of perM>nality* Jung regards 
extraversion and introversion as two major attitudes or orients* 
tions of personality* finding aocpression in various cognitive «nd 
iie»<K!ognitive functions* The introverted attitude involves 
percMiiviag the objective reality as subservient to subjective 
fallings and proeesses* The wctraverted attitude on tiie other 
hand* gives primary iJ^ portanee to objective reality as such* The 
iB«in etttts* of this typological 41f£«rMic«« «ccsording to Jung» lie* 
in the tendency of the libido or the individuele inetinetuel 
•n«xiri«9 to Jba dlr«ctedi mainly towards the outer %forld (extre* 
version) or towards his own inner states of mind TifitiweniioR) * 
Extraverts* as conceptualised by Jung* are itersons who value the 
outer world* strive for social «^proval and conformity* are 
sociable* trusting* in^ersonel* materialistic* and tough minded* 
They tend to be ascendant* carefree* and uninhibitive. Introvert* 
in contrast* manifest these attributes negatively* 
Jung never assumed th«it these two types represent 
two i^ ater tight cx»mpartments« Cn the contrary* he maintained 
that every individual jcK^ ssesses both a mechanism of introversion 
and a mechanism of extraversion* Zt is the relative strength of 
the one or the other which determines the type, v^ hich of the two 
will gain dominance in an individual will depend upon external 
circumstances and inner disposition* 
Jvmg had linked u$» his sy&tem of typology with Janet's 
syst«m of neurotic disorders* He believed that in case of neurotic 
breakdown the extravert was predisposed to hysteria and introvert 
to psyehas*th«nia* His observations also imply that neuroticism is 
quite independent of extraversion and introversion* and that Tooth 
hysterics and psychasthenics have it in common* 
The first experimental svqpport to the oontention of 
Jvmq that extraverts were proodisposed to hysteria and introverts 
to psyehasth«riia emm from the studies of Pavlov (1927) on dogs* 
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rttrth«r» th« physiological pree«sMi« Pavlov posttilatad for 
conditioning provido • basis for difforontisting sxtrsvsrsion 
and introversion in tsrsis of cortical excitation and inhibition* 
Ha contandad that astablishoMHit of conditioning «nd its rasistanca 
to axtinction dapands upon axeitation •> inhibition balanca in tha 
axparimantal dogs* Tha axcitatory kind of dogs dctvalop stcongar 
and stable <x>nditionad responses* and the inhibitory type of dogs 
deiwlop weaker conditioned responses which can be extinguished 
easily* His %iork8 on escperiiQental neurosis led him to concltide 
that these two types of dogs develop two different kinds of 
neurotic behaviour* while the excitatory dogs develop hysteric 
Bymptomst the inhibitory dogs* that is the dogs having the process 
of inhibition stronger than the proce:>8 of excitation* develop 
psychasthenic symptCHOs* 
Besides Pavlov*s postulated excitatory and inhibitory 
processes* lull's concept of reactive inhibition has <U.so 
contributed markedly to the develoi^ Mtnt of Kysenck's theory of 
extraversion « introversion* Hull* a reknowned psychological 
theorist with strict scientific approach* maintains that making 
of a response produces in the organism a negative state ti^eh 
tends to inhibit the subsequent evocation of that response* He 
termed this reqponse»indueed negative state as reactive inhibition. 
The reactive inhibition was assumed to increase or accumulate with 
every repetition of the response* whether re*inforced or iM»t re* 
infereed* However* with its onset the process of dissipation also 
starts* which beoosMs qpiivker after the eessation of the response* 
H«J« Eyacnck (1953* 1963# 1969* 1976) • in «rhat may ba conti^mtmA 
«• an outstanding craativa a»<laavour# fuaad tha baaic idaaa of 
PavXov# I^ 1I« and Jung with his own in foxmulating a thaory of 
paraonality or axtrairaraion« which haa nora than proyad ita 
worth ijy ganarating highly aciantific research in tha major 
araaa of cognitiva and non-cognitiva functionings* including 
neujEO-phyaiological* Drawing heavily on findings from wall 
concaivad and designed corralationai and <»cpariiBental studies* 
.^ysenck has continued to develop and enrich his theory. 
following the leads :^?iven by upeaiman anu Kurt of 
the ZiondOR School* Lysenck (1947) eubjectesS the deta obtained 
from the ratin^ js on each of th© 39 iteras of hia scole given to a 
s&nple of 700 neurotics to fe^tor analysis. Xhe analysis yielded 
two factors* na«>ely# extraversion and neuroticism. The group of 
traits associated with the fartm-r %mr« typical of hysteria* and 
of tha latter of psychasthania or dysthyuic neurosis. In a 
follow up study it was further observerii that distrilmtion of 
scores for 1000 male and 1000 female neurotics on these two 
factors was closely sirailar to the normal curve of distribution. 
Eysenck also presented a descriptive model of personality 
eon^rising 4 levels of behavioujc organisation* which* starting 
from the lowest to the highest* are stated as belowt 
(I) §gfg|gAff '^ ffP9Pff kr^l* Specific responses to 
eiQ>eriaiental tests or life situations* which may or may iM>t be 
repeated under similar eireiSMitanees. 
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<2) Habitual K«»p<»w I««v»l> Specific rasponaaa which r»cttr 
luidar siadlar aituatioiia* 
(3) Tya^ l-t Iiavl« Habitual acts 9«t organised into traits* 
Traits mxm l^haorvticat cxmst^ucts basad &» oisMtasvaa^  iAteji^ ^ 
eorralations among a nuntber o£ <Si£f«rent habitual responsas* 
(4) Typa Li«vi>,l,# i>>«r8onality reaches the highest level of 
orywtisation when traits get organized into general type# i«e«« 
extraversion and neuit^ticism* l^xtraversion« is regarded to be 
the resultant organisation of the traits like sociability* 
impulsiveness* activity or drin^* liveliness* and excitability. 
Firm supports for the Lysenck*s typological systeaai 
of personality cmm from the factor analysis of the .Mk>l 
(Kassebaun* et al« 19S9| Corah* 1964}* and of Cough's California 
< sycholOQical Inventory (l^ -ichols antl Schnell* 1963}* which 
yielded strong evidfmce for the prest^ice of extraversion and 
neuroticiE»n« apaart frcrni ego«>strength* as the main dimentsions of 
personality. Factor analytic study of the cattail Personality 
Inventory and of the Guilford Personality Inventory (ls,ysenek 
and Sysenck* 1969) has also led to the eniergenee of £. and IQ as 
the si4>er factors. 
Eysenck does not restrict himself to the conclusion 
drawn from the factor analytic studies* but takes a major step 
beyond by postulating the dynamics of cortical functioning in 
extraverts and introverts. Further* on the basis of the trend 
of scores obtained on the MPI by identical twins reared together 
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•ad tmvemd apart lay ••<r«raJi Invsatl^atora (Shailda* 19C2)# ha 
(19f7) haa <SMMI to th« eonelusion that about threc-fourtii of th« 
t^iot«i yrmrtwmm iti fha acoroa on oxtrairaralon and nawurotlelam ia 
du« to the factor of harodity* 
In postulating tha dynamlea o£ cortical functioning 
in ttxtraverta and introverta* is.y9enck# aa atated earXi^r* haa 
btt«n greatly inapired by Pavlov*a idaaa regarding (x>rtieal 
•xcitation « inhibition aiul Bulla* ld«aa regarding reactiira 
inhibition* Eyaanck <19S7) advanced the proposition that 
"introverted people ere charecteriasi^ by strong eKcitatx>ry and 
weak inhibitory pot(mtials# whercae extravejrted people are 
characterised by «reak excitatory and strong inhibitory 
potentials*^ 
In his later writings* Eysench (1965a} has linked 
up the processes of cortical excitation and inhibition (both 
molar) with the activating and synchronising isechanisms of the 
ascending reticular formation* Zt is asswMid that the locus 
of eaccitfitory cortical prooeaa liea in the activating* and that 
of the inhibitory proeesa in the aynehronising part of the 
reticular formation* He maintaina that "Introverts are 
characterised by a reticular formation the ectivating part of 
%«hich has a relatively low threshold of arousalf «Aiile the 
recruiting part of tdiich haa a relatively high threahold of 
areuaal; eonveraely* extraverta are ehareeterised by their 
p«s»easien of a reticular formation* whoae activating part haa 
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• high threshold o£ aroiMiii and tfhos* rscruiting (•ynehronising) 
purt haa a low thraahold of axouaal* Undar identical condition* 
thAraik>cta« cortical, arouaal irUX be msddkeA iJk iMtxc^mstmw said 
cortical inhibition in extraverta.'* 
Studiea on ££0 (Savage* 1964)« and critical £licker 
fusion threshold in extraverts and introverts* as surveyed by 
Eysmck (1967)* and those on the effects of cortical stimulant 
and diqpressant drugs on cognitive functionings* and also those 
relating different aspects of cognitive functioning* including 
vigilance* to extraversion « introversion have yielded results 
supii^ rting the theory (^ ysenck* 1969* 1976). 
fURVEIf QF STUDIES 
Studies on vigllwie* carried out during the last 
t\fO or three decades have brought out a number of variables* 
l»eetain^S9-to the^ sti^ milus rnvH the oc««iism* havtng a marlnid 
effect on vigilance performance* In view of the fact that 
research literature on determinants of vigilance is very large* 
an attempt will be made to bring out the general trend of 
results with a few illustrative studies pertaining to each 
major variable* However* studies having a direct bearing on 
the problem of present enquiry will receive greater attention* 
As the impetus for quite many studies had been of theoretical 
rather than applicational nature* it will be helpful to present 
the basic assunrations of each leading theozy once at a place 
suited most* 
However* the position of 'arousal theory' is sofiM»-
what different* It is more or less a general nature theory 
covering many diverse aspects of vigilance* Besides* the 
concept of arousal as such finds a place directly or indirectly 
in many theories of vigilance* for instance^ the inhibition 
theory (Kackworth* 1950)* reinforconent theory (Holland* 19S8)* 
ej^ectancy theory (Baker* 1959 b* 1959 c) and reactive inhibi-
tion theory (Eynsenck 195 )* Hence* it will not be perhaps out 
of place if the arousal theory is made an exception to our 
general approach* and presented in brief before taking up studies 
on major variables affecting vigilance performance* 
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On th« b«si» of « lonQ ••jrl«a of rese^ irch Hmth 
(1955) suggcated that aonsory lmpulam» ••nr« two dlfforcnt 
functions doponding v^ pon th« routo takon in roaehing th« 
cortox* Part of tha sanaory input that raachaa tha cortax 
th«ou9^ th«lama»r th* iqpaeifie piroieoti^ «yat«»r afl^ nres &m 
tha *cue function* and results into tha oongnition of tha 
stimulus* Tha ramaining part of tha sansory input raachas 
tha cortex through tha brain-»stam reticular formation* tha 
diffuse projection syotem, serving the *arousal function** A 
certain level of arousal is needed for the operation of cue 
function. 'She arousal function is assunted to depend upon the 
variability of the stimulus situation. It is the stimulus 
variability which determines the level of arousal* alertness* or 
vigilance* Besides* task difficulty too is considered to be a 
factor determining the arousal level* The monotony of the 
stimulus condition in a typical vigilance task could* therefore* 
be expected to lead to lowered arousal level* and consequently 
to decrement in detection performance with time on vatch (Deese* 
195S)* In fact* anything that lowers the arousal level should 
be deterimental to cue functions* including the detection of 
signals* As signals represent a change in otherwise monotonous 
non«signal background stijmili* one would expect that frequency 
and magnitude of signals* task cos^lexity* irrelevant stimula-
tion etc** should increase the arousal level and lead to 
enhanced vigilance performance* Likewise* motivation* because 
of being highly arousing in nature* should make similar positive 
effect* provided the arousal produced is not too high* 
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Several investigators have tried to ascertain i£ 
^vXgilapce perfojctnanee can be Imprgved fey increasing the fre-
quency or rate of signals* It was assumed that an increase 
in the frequency of signals should lead to higher detection 
performance by increasing the arousal level of the subjects* 
The results are overwhelmingly in sta^ port of the prediction* 
Bowen (1964)« using 3-hours watch an-, with 1, 10, and 
20 per tour as the rate of signal preaent3tion« required his 
subjects to detect a light spot whenever it appeared at a 
given location on a noisy simulated radar display* He found 
that not only thoro was no general loss of vigilance with time* 
but that the performance ioiproved markedly with increase In the 
rate of signal presentation* Broadbent and Gregory (1965}# using 
signal rates of 80 end 240 per 70 rat* period of watch and re-
quiring his subjects to detect the increase in the intensity of 
light flashes* obtained resu Its in the same expected direction. 
Deese and Ormond (1953)« had earlier found that as the frequency 
of signals increased from 10 to 20« 30 and 40 per )K3ur« the 
percentage of signals detected increased from 46 to 64, 83 and 
68 respectively* Similar results hcive been reported by a large 
number of investigators* using a variety of task* a broad range 
of signal frequency* and different indices of the di^endent 
variable (Jenkins 1958; Baker 1959 ai Loeb and Binford* 1968i 
Har^^y and Osborne* 1968)• 
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However* York (1962) using 3, 6 and 90 •Ignals 
per 15 mt« period of watch failed to find any significant 
effect of signal frequency on performance. The results of 
York can not be taken seriously* because a short period of 
watch and a very high fr«K]uency of signals do not satisfy the 
basic requirements of a vigilance task, stroh (1969)* using a 
l*hour visual vigilance task and. signal frequency of 6* 18* 
and 60 also did noi obtain any relationship between frequency 
of signals and vigilance performance. But in this study the 
rate of background stimuli was also increased (360* 1200* 3600) 
along with the rate of signal presentation* and this might have 
prevented the signal frequency effect from expres&ing out. 
Hence* the contention that increase in signal 
frequency should result in better detection performance has 
found massive support from studies. 
Ratio Between Signal And Hon-siqnal stimuli! 
Probability of signal occurrence* and hence its 
detectability is expected to depend upon the ratio between 
signal and non-signal stimuli. As this factor or a priori 
probability is one of the three essential ingredients of the 
* signal detection theory'* it is necessary to state the theory 
briefly. Tanner and Swets (1954* 1961) and is.gan et. al (1961) 
extended the detection theory from engineering to human 
detection* where the observer is much below the ideal in the 
sense that he is likely to say *Yes' when in fact no signal has 
occurred. 
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Th« process of signal detection* the theory 
«ssuffi«s» involve* not only seneory diacrimination but also a 
deciaion on the part of the observer* which is probabilistic 
in nature* The decision as to whether the signal has or has 
not occurred* which is jitatistical rathtr than absolute* is 
based on 3 factors! (a) sensory input* (b) probability of 
signal occurrence or a priori probability* (c) pay«>of f matrix 
or value and cost for the individual for making correct decision. 
Stated simply it means that the decision leading to the saying 
of *Ye8* the signal has occurred is determined to a good extent 
by the advance or a priori probability. If the probability of 
signal occurrence is say 8 or 9 out of 10* the subject v»uld 
say *Ye8* even if he is uncertain. AB regards the pay off 
matrix* if it is such that more will be gained in case the 
decision turns out to be correct than will be lost if it be* 
comes wrong* the subject will say *Yes* he heard the signal 
even if he was uncertain, 'i'he two factors in conjtinction yield 
the *criterian* -> a number usually called beta ( /O )« which is 
a measure of the cautiousness or risk*teking of the observer and 
reflects his set* attitude and motives. 
sensory input* which is one of the three basic 
factors in the d4K:ision making process* is also considered in 
a probabilistic way* because an element of uncertainty is always 
presimt due to external or internal noise. External noise re-
sulting from extraneous stiimlation can be minimised but not 
totally eliminated. Even if eliminated totally* there will 
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•lw«y« b« internal or nmitral nolstt produced at synaptic 
l«vaXs« Bacaustt of th« factor of nolaa th« probability of the 
•ubjact recaiving the aanaory input and saying 'Yas' ia always 
thera mvvn «rhen no signal H3« act«iaily oceorrad. 7ha ratio 
batwaan the probability that sensory input vpould have occurred 
if a signal had been presented and the pxobability that sensory 
input had occurred even if no signal were presented* is termed 
as likelihood ratio. This ia an index of the discriminative 
capacity of the observer <d )• From the signal detection 
theory* it can be predicted (Jerison et« al* 1955} that in-
creasing the event rate or signal frequency* and the ratio 
between signal and non-signal stimuli* should result in 
increased beta ( P ) and so to better signal detection perfor-
mance* Studies on sii^al frequency* as reviewed earlier* 
confirm the prediction. As regards the ratio between signal 
and non-signal stimuli* the atudies* as discussed below* do not 
seem to have produced supporting results* 
Colquhoun (1961) designed a study to test the 
contention that it was the ratio of signals to non-signals 
rather than the number of signals as such* %fhich was the 
crucial determiner of vigilance performance. Out of a series 
of six pale-green circles* the subjects detected the circle 
which was slightly paler green. For a period of 40 mts. the 
subjects were presented with such sets of six circles. A 
blank interval of 2 sees, interposed between successive circles. 
8091 of the signals were detected when there were 72 signal and 
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72 non-slgnttl atimuli, and 78% wh«n th« t%K> kinds of stitnuli 
w«r« 12 aach. But with 12 signal «td 132 non-signal stimuli* 
tha parcantaga decraasad to 62. Considaring tha fact that tha 
ratio bvtwaen the two Tclnds of stimuli dacraasad from Itl to 
Itll* the dacraasa in signal detection parformanca was not 
marked enough, 
Taub and Osboma (1968) found that signal probability 
had no effect on detection performance. Similarly* Jeriaon 
(1965)» using signal probabilities of 0*008« 0*02 and 0«04 as 
determined by the ratio between signal and non-signal stimuli* 
and stroh (1969) with signal probabilities of 0..0017* 0.005* 
0.015* 0.017« 0.05 and 0,17# also failed to obtain any relation-
ship between the two, Evidently the ratio between signal and 
non*8ignal stimuli does not seem to be a determining factor in 
vigilance performance. These findings do not substantiate the 
prediction derived from the signal detection theory. 
Magnitude of Signals> 
Signal magnitude has two parameters-intensity and 
duration, Hackworth (1950) observed that increase in the 
signal intensity lad to an improvwRent in signal detection 
parformanca. Several other researchers* including Jenkins 
(1958)* Hawkes and U>ab (1962)* ate,* have found results 
confirming Mackworth's findings, 
Uuita a few investigators have manipulated tha 
intensity and duration factors siimiltanaously, Adams (1956) 
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ualng a visual detection task of intanaity levala 0.019 and 
0*016 ft* candles of 1*0 and 2«06 sacs* found that the average 
detection level was a function of both ijatenal^ y and duration 
siKl t;hat duration was the stronger of the t%>o factors* 
Davenport (1968)« using a factorial design* studied the effect 
of signal duration and signal intensity simultaneously* i^ 
auditory stimulus of 1000 cycle tone vas presented for *^ I, Vi 
and 2 sees* duraticn« and at intensities of 1« 2# 3 and 4 db 
8 PL above threshoid. The perfozmance inproved with increase in 
intensity as well as duration of the auditory signals* These 
studies while denKsnstreting the beneficial effect of signal 
magnitude on over all detection* provide no indication as to 
how signal magnitude would affect gcmerally observed decrement 
in vigilance with time on watch* 
^ckner and i^ cGrath (1963 b) have reported that low 
intensity or less detectable signals suffered greater decrements 
with time on watch* But Baker (1963)« and Macworth & Tayler 
(1963) have reported contradictory results* They found that 
although signal duration did influence the initial level of 
detection performance* it did not Influence the performance 
decrement during watch* It may be noted* however* that while 
intensity was the variable in the former study* duration was the 
variable in the latter study* 
The aforesaid studies show that while signal magni-
tude does affect positively the overall level of vigilance per-
formance* its effect on vigilance decrement is not quite certain, 
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Int^r^signal Intarval may dl£f«r in duration and 
variability*, and tbeir «ef«fct6 ffiiy not naeaaaarily b« in tha 
•aRM diraetion. Tha factor of variability has racaived 
graatar attantion frcrni investigators* bacausa of its particular 
ralavance for tha *axpectancy thaory* of vigilanca. 
Baker (1959 a* 1959 c) hypothasized thst as^ectancy 
as to when a signal was likely to occur* and hence its 
probability of detection* should depend upon the degree of 
regxilarity of the preceding intersignal intervals* 
Deese <1975) and Baker <1959 b) have developed an 
'expectancy theoxry* of vigilance* which maintains th«)t a 
signal is moat likely to be detected if it occurs at a time 
expected most. It is the subject's extrapolation from past 
events to future events* and this may not be a deliberate 
conscious process* To be more esqilicit* the expectancy theory 
is a statement that the probability of detection of a signal 
in a vigilance task is greatest when the signal oecnirs after 
an interval which is equivalent to the mean of the intervals 
preceding the interval in question* Detection probability is 
low immediately after a signal* increases* as the mean inter-
signal interval of the preceding series is iq;>proached* and if 
not reinforced by the occurrence of a signal* it decreases 
again* 
Quite a number of deductions have been made from 
the eiipeeteiiey theory regarding the effects of variables like 
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signal fr«qu«ncy« knowlsdg* of results* inter-signal interval* 
etc»# on vigilance performance* The studies on signal 
frequency* as presented earlier* confirm the prediction that 
signal of greater frequency will result in better performance* 
because there will be a larger body of data to base the 
expectancy* Likewise* knowledge of results shotild prevent 
vigilance decr^nent by confirming the es^ectancy. Jis regards 
inter-signal interval* it has been hypothesized that larger or 
more variable the intersignal intervals* the more difficult it 
will be to form the expectancy and so to detect the signals* 
In other words more regular the intersignal intervals greater 
the expectancy* and so stronger the probability of the 
subsequent signal being detected* 
Baker (1959 c) cc»i^ ared 3 degrees of intersignal 
. reguleurities con^rising completely regular (1 signal every 
2 it mts)* less regular (intervals from 1 to 6 mts*>* and least 
regular interval (intervals ranging from « to 10«rat8 with an 
average of 1 signal mvry 2^*mts}* and found that the niuiber 
of signals detected increased as the tenqporal interval between 
signals became more regular* It was also found that detection 
performance suffered maximum decrement in the least regular 
series* 
Baker (1962)* in another study* tested the prediction 
derived from the expectancy theory that the probability of 
detection should be at a maximum when the signal occurs after 
• t«i9oral interval which 1« •qulval«nt to th« nMiwi of th« 
liit«rv«l« ]Mit%«««i thtt preceding signals d«t«ct«a. In a 
32<->iiits, saaaion the aubjaeta watched a cloeX hand whmiever it 
atopped for brief p«rioa ol 0*30 aac* Fiva aeriea of 
asqperiflianta* each aeries having 8 preceding signals coming 
reapectively after O.S« 1«S# 3.5# 4«3« S.S, 6*5 and 7*5 nits 
and a following test signal* This was the pattern in all the 
five estperiments* The interval between the test signal and 
the 6 preceding signals in the 5 series of experiments was 
varied from 0«2S# 1«5« 4«0» 6*5 to 10 mts. The results 
supported the hypothesis that a signal stands the maximum 
possibility of being detected# if it con^s after an interval 
which is approximately equal to the mean interval of the 
preceding signals* because the expectancy of signal occurrence 
at that point was maximum. Jerison (i965> and Howell et. al* 
(1966) obtained results confirming Baker's findings* Support-
ing resxxlts also c^ oae from the e3q;>eriments of McOrath and 
Harbedian <1963)« idio found that on a single mode display* the 
probability of signal detection increased with increasing 
intersignal intervals* On a dual mode display* auditory and 
visual cc»Bbined* the probability of detection was highest at 
the mean inter*signal intervals* 
However* some investigators (Boulter and Adams* 
19631 Smith sSk* ik*» i966i Dardano* 1962) have found results 
contrary to Baker*s findings* Their studies showed that 
intersignal interval variability had no effect on either the 
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oir»r ail l«vel of vigll«ne« prntiormvaem or on Ui« •!«• of 
th« vigilaneo dttcr«nttnt« It is n«ctts««ry to point out hmtm 
that rosi>onso lat«ncy* Instead of numbor of signals d«t«ct«d« 
was tha maasura of irigllanca used in ^ hesa stadias* Tt saans 
qulta raasonabla to concluda that whila tha rwiga and varia-
bility of intar«>signal intarvals affacts tha nuiobar of signals 
corractly detacted# tha time takan in giving tha dataction 
rasponse ronains unaffected* 
Noisat 
Koisa is an axtra»task viiriable* It may be 
continuous or intermittent^ and may vary in intensity or 
level* Because of theoretical and implied significance* noise 
received particular attention from the investigators. The 
filter thM>ry' of Broadbent seems to be pairticularly relevant 
to this factor* 
Broadbent (1953 a* 19S3 b« lfS7) has offered the 
'filter theory* vhich is based on the information processing 
characteristics of the perceptual syatwn to account for 
vigilance decrmMint over tiiM* The theory assumes that the 
perc(^ ptual system has a limited capacity to process information* 
with the result that only one part of the total stiimilation 
in^inging upon the system can be adequately perceived and 
responded to at a givwn moment* As a preoraquisite* all 
sensory inputs have to pass through a selective mechanism* 
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Thmrm is iMMiicthlng lik« • filtering d«vie« loeatad ••rly 
in the nairvous syst«m« lout w«lI»]tMityond th« receptors* %Aiieh 
permits the transmission of information relevant to the task 
ttt han«3^  nrwrnrmr, t^he filter has a M a s in f«¥Our af lihinnils 
which have not been recently active. Thus after allowing 
tranmaission of one sotirce of information* the filter is 
likely to select information frtmi other sources which may be 
irrelevant or redundant* Xt is also assumed that stiimxli of 
greater intensity* novevlty* and biological importance* have 
the highest probability of being attendiKS to* As t^e time on 
watch increases* signals* because of repeated occurrence 
loose their novelty and stand less chance of being selected* 
Consequently* the p^rt of the information that was initially 
neglected xreceives favour and gets selected* This in turn 
allows the crucial task stimuli to regain novelty* and the 
process continues* Such breaks in intake or cycling increase 
in frequency with time on watch* leading to increasingly 
greater decrtsnent in signal detection performance* The 
presence of noise or irrelevant stimulation may accelerate 
the decremental trend* It will be worthwhile to know how far 
the predictions frmn the *filter*theory* hold good idien noise 
is introduced into the situation* 
Broadbwnt (19S1* 1953 b)* using 20 dials and 
20*lights test* found that subjects made significantly more 
false detections or errors of commission on the 2nd day of 
testing under noise condition as eesipared to the first day 
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whMi ther« was no nolsa* But In tajcms of oorjtoet dotMition 
th*r« w«« no significant datrimantal influanca of noisa* In 
follow us> studias* BroadlMint variad tha laval of noisa and 
tasV diflieulty to find out if tha two intaraet* Using noisa 
of 100 db and 70 db» leirals* and cM^paring parfoxmanca on an 
aasiar 20 « lights watching task with that on 20<HPKultipla 
gauging task, ha found that tha overall parfox3a«nea was 
significantly lowar on the difficult task under high miisa 
condition as o^npared to low noisa condition* But it was tha 
aasiar task that suffarad mora dacranumt under noisa than under 
quiet condition, presumably because it was less arousing* In 
later studies, Broadbant (1957 b) has shown that still higher 
level noise (above 100 db), is more detrimsntal to performance, 
the detrimental effect of noise increases with time, and that 
it affects the performance of some subjects more adversely than 
of others (1956)• 
The affect of noisa has also been studied in 
interaction with signal frequency* Sroadbant and Gregory 
(1965) found that the effect of noise increased with an 
increase in signal frequency* Jerieon and Ming (1957) had 
earlier obtained similar results* This is quite understandable 
because increase in signal frequency makes detection task easier* 
Some investigators* however* have found that noise 
neither al«»e (Dardano 19C2)* nor in interaction with signal 
rate nakea any SMurked adverse effect on periermwioe* Oanguli 
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ana tmfi (1974« p« 194} hairtt found that Auditory di«tr«ctloiif 
li}c« visual diatraetionf had vary littla affact on vigilanoo 
parfomanoa, Thaaa contradictory findinga can ba dua to 
dUfaraneaa in taaK coinplaxity and noiaa paramoteyta* 
£vidantly» tlTM datrimantal affact of m»iaa 
diq»anda u^n its laval* tha laval of task difficulty* tha 
auacaptibility of tha oubjaota* and alao parha^ ja on tha 
friKittency of aignala* 
Taak Oomplcxityt 
Studies on vigilance employing rather ainpla taaka 
have yielded result* indicating a Ion laval of detection* and 
alao a decrement dUi detection with time on vatch* But more 
ccnn^ lex or difficult vigilance tai^a might produce different 
results because of their being lass sionotonous* mora attention 
donnanding* and so more arousing alao* Mora a^ inpltoc tha task* 
higher ia the level of arousal aaipacted* ilia factor of task 
e<Mnplexity haa baim manipulated in three vays by including 
secondary aignala* requiring the mkbjecta to do another taak 
along with tha monitoring task* or praaanting two or mora 
monitoring taaka at a time* 
Mhittenburg et« al (1956) observed that tha 
detection perfomanca auffared significant deerwnant whan 
aubjacta ware raquirlkS to respond only to double jumps on the 
Maekworth clock* but not y/tmn tha ra^ponsaa ware made to both 
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siiigl* and doubl* j^mpm of th« H M M U * * B«k«r (lfS9)« using 
auditory vigilaneo task* prasantod primary aignala (3 aucea* 
aaiva diffarant odd digita) at tha rata of 10 pmw lJ$»w^r 
pariod and aaoondary aignala (tha digit 6 only) at tha rata 
of 100 par 16 rata* period* and found that induaion of 
aacondary aignala in^roved tha ovarall datection of priiaary 
aignala* Hasulta in tha a^ne diraction itfara obtained 1^ 
Bakar (1961) on quite diffarant taaka* such aa detection of 
increases in ambient illumination or ambient noise* Faulluier 
(1962}» using 8aRii<«»regular pattern of dunany sigxials super 
in^ poaed on real signals and ratqponse time as the measure of 
vigilance* obtained results supporting Baker's proposition* 
The effect of task osn^lexity on vigilance has also 
b@9ai studied by using two or more monitoring tasks simulta* 
neously* A numliMr of investigators (Jerison* 1963i Johnston 
et* al# 1966| Adams and Boulter* 1962| liiebber and Adams* 1964) 
have found that subjects wto were required to watch <»nly one 
Mackworth clock showed marked decrcsnent in vigilwice perfor-
mance with time* But the subjects monitoring 2 or 3 sucdt 
clocks at a time showed very little deerenmnt in performance* 
However* the performance on the 3*cloeks task was significantly 
inferior to performance on the 2 clocks task* Jerison 
explained thia non*»linearity by suggesting that the complex 
task involved two separate factors* a scanning factor and an 
alertneaa factor* As task ooH|pl«city increases* the b«Beficial 
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•ff«et of iner«Mi«d alortaosa v«s possibly oountorootod Iqf 
tho doletorious offmst of ttui scanning factor* J«rison*s 
•jcpianation has ioimA siqtpojNi ismit iOm studiiss of Johnston 
•t.al*« (19«6)« and Howoll« at. al (1966}* 
Th« 3rd mods of tmak cosplexity involving two 
different sensory modalities has also produced resiilts 
stj^ E^ porting the prediction from the arousal theory* Kiokner 
and McGrath (1963 b> using 3 groups of subjects* one receiving 
72 visual signals* second receiving 72 auditory signals* and 
the 3rd 72 conAiined audo«>visual signals* found that the group 
receiving the coiabined audo«»vi8UQl signals detected signifi-
cantly larger ntsnber of signals than any of the remaining two 
groij^ s* ^ e performance was found to be poorest on the visual 
task* More or less the same results %rere found earlier by 
Baker et* al (1962)* Gruber (1964) too found results in the 
saane direction* 
The above studies show that task coiesplwcity* 
irrespective of the manner it is manipulated* produces a 
beneficial effect on vigilance performancNi as eiq^ ected from 
the arousal theory* However the effect gets reversed if task 
eonplexity requires visual scanning also* No investigator* it 
seems* has atten^ted to eiqploy a task so ooflq;»lex or difficult 
as to lead to a deterioration in performance without involving 
the factor of scanning* The inverted-U relationship hypothe* 
sised between arousal «nd effieieney of performance (Eysenck* 
1976} envisages such a possibility* 
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Motivation is oiqpoetod to iMi on iinportont 
voriablo in m«intaining and iaqproving thm officioncy of 
^ve§^mtancm^o€ « task aamam^Mlng liM^ i«voi ^t mkmnammmt 
According to axouaal thaory tha laval of arousal or alart* 
naaa detarmines not only tdia ovarall laval of parformanca on 
a vigilanca taak# but also tha onsat and tha axtwit of 
daemnant* Effact of motivation on vigilioica parformanea 
haa baan studied by inducing it in aavaral ways* such as« 
Hnowledga of results* reward and punishraent of both financial 
and non*financial nature* conveying tha inprassion that 
parformanca is being watched* ego«>involveiiient* etc* I'rom the 
signal detection thi^ry* as presented earlier while consider* 
ing the studies on the ratio betwe«ai signal and non«»aignal 
stimuli* it can be deduced that all these forms of motivation 
by virtue of increasing the pay off matrix should lead to 
better detection performance« The 9mm prediction can be made 
from the arousal theory alw»* because motivation raises the 
arousal level* 
Amongst the aforeaaid motivational factors* 
knowledge of results has received the greatest attrition from 
the investigators* MeCarmaek (1959)* provided the knowledge 
of results (KK) by presenting a green light whenever the 
response of the subject to a signal was faster than it had 
been for the previous signal* and a red light whenever the 
response was slo«fer* The results show^ that although the 
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wigil&nem p«rfom«n«(t datcflorat^d mitM tiMm in all th* 
eoiMlltions* th« •xt«nt of d«t«rlor*tion« «• indicated by 
incsr«tts« in r«aponMi tim«« was aignifieantly laas undar 
KR condition* Evan partial KK haa k»aan found to ba aa 
baoaiiciai aa lull XH hff MeCarmaek anS Bindino (ld6S)« and 
McCarmaek« Me£lham (1963) # uaing raaponaa tima aa tha 
maaaura of tha di^andant variabla* Wiwiaz- (1963)« uaing 
corraot datection aa tha maaaura of vigilanca* fotii^  that 
the banaficial affect of KR waa carried avan to the next day 
when no )cnowledge of reaulta was given and that partial XR 
waa almost as effective aa full KiU 
Kot only true Isut ev«n false KR has been found to 
result in better performance as compart to no KR, end that 
the level of feedback or the extent of partial but true 
knowledge of results (20» 30# SO or 100v4) affected perfor* 
mance in a non«i>inonotonic way (Antonelli and Karas 1967)* K.H 
ia such a strong motivational factor that its effect extends 
trom a peripheral task (with Ku) to a central task (without 
Kh)f of course^ 3x>th the tasks being presented simultaneoualy. 
After KRt the motivational variable atudied most 
extensively in relation to vigilance ia poaitive and negative 
incentives or reinforcements* financial as well aa verbal. 
Bruce and at* al«* (1964)* using a visual task with 12 signals 
in one»hour watch and offering 20 cents for every signal 
detected and a penalty of 20 cants for every signal missed* 
found that the performance of the gro^ with incentive was 
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b^ttMC tliaa of t3m g v o ^ witlioitt ine«iitiir«* 1% w«» fiirtli«r 
oh—rwmA «hat wlttidrmral of Inernitivv in th* and ••••ion of 
tho watch had « dot«riiiM»it«l. offoet on porfomcneo* Sut 
wi«n«r (1969)# offaring S e«nt« for oaeh aignal detactad and 
d^ft^ing 5 canta &>r aach faiaa al.arai» found that tha in* 
e«ntiva did not produca any banafieial affaet on a viaual 
task involving 32 signaia in 48-nita watch* ?h« lack of 
motivating affaet of financial incantiva in thia study may hm 
duo to ita baing of a very low value# i«a«« 5 cent© in 
cosipariaon to 20 centa in the study reported earlier* 
Purohit U976) atudied th® effect of financial 
reward and pimishan^nt in 2 combinations along with signal 
probability and noise in a factorial design. Tim results 
showed that the pay*off (inceoitive) significantly in^roved 
the detection performance* and that the ini>rovezBent was 
greater with BK>re punist«M^t and less reward than with less 
punishment and more reward* But the pay«off had no effect on 
false alaxnts or errors of c<»namission* 
£3ot only financial but evan verbal reinforcevs in 
the form of •right* for correct detection and 'Wrong* for 
error in detection have been found to make a significant 
improvement in detection performance* and that the amount 
improvement increased up to the extent of 40% if there was a 
shift in reinforcement from one foxm to the other during the 
same session (Bevan* V« i» Turner* l*D«* 1966)* 
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i^art fjtoa th« •for«»«ld motlvatleniil faetora* 
it haa hmmt found that tha infomation that aultijaet'a 
pmtiotmmnem ia balng nonitorad (Fraaar 19S3)« ago InwolirwMnt 
(lrfana« 1975} # and praaanca of tha aiq^ ariiiMmtax laad to 
iSitter parformwiea. 
It ia claarXy aatabliahad fzom tha atudiea that 
motivation* irrcapactiva of tha form and tha mannar in iihich 
it ia induced* leada to an improv«fnent in performanca* 
avqpporting the pradictiona darivad from the signal detection 
as well as arousal theories of vigilance. 
Chance VB> skill Expectancyi 
As the occurrence of signals in a vigilance task 
is unpredictable* the subject may develop an attitude of 
chance or of skill eaqjectancy depending upon how he inter-
prets the task* If he interprets that detection of signals 
depends more on chance than on effort* the reaulting attitude 
will be of chwnce expectancy* Should the converse be true* 
the attitude will be of akill expectancy* In the latter eaae 
detection of signal should be sore reinforcing and so more 
arouaing also* bec«ase it is perceived to be contingent upon 
one's skill or effort to keiq? a sustained watch* This should 
lead to higher vigilance performance* Ali (1978) teated thia 
prediction by inducing the two kinds of expectancies through 
specially designed instructions on a 48*mt8* a^ kULtory vigilance 
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task with 3 Gon0«cutiv« different o<ldi<»dlgits as signals* 
Eaeh of tha thrae 15*mts« units of tha watch includad 900 
itMiB* out of which wara 7 randomly distributed signals. 
The results showed that, Hsubjects with skill 
asqpactancy attitude detect significantly larger number of 
signals and suffer much less decrement in detection perfor* 
manee with time on watch as compared to the subjects having 
chttnce ^ cpectancy attitude* 
Personality! 
The fact that some individuals show much less 
decrcsnent in vigilance performance over time than others has 
led the investigators to e;q»lore the individual difference 
parameters related to vigilance performance* In fact* quite 
a few personality variables* such as flexibility* self-
control* achievanent via independence (Helcomb and Kirk* 1965) 
and ego*8trength (All* 1975) have been found to be related to 
vigilance performance* liowever* the variable having received 
siuitained att«mtion is extraversion*introversion* because of 
its relevance to vigilance on theoretical grounds* Before 
tiricing up the relevant studies* it will be appropriate to 
understand the nature and direction of relationship conceived* 
Eysenck* (1957* 1959)* predicted greater decrement 
in vigilance performance over time in extraverts as compared 
to introverts on the basis of the relative strength of 
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«o»tlo«l mtcitmtOMrr «nd Inhibitory pi:oetts»««# whi^ was 
•••wmkl to b« genotleally d«t«cmlnttd» Xn Intcowrts tho 
•x«ltatory proe«ss WIM asmnnod to b« Intrlnslcttily strongMT 
than th« Inhibitory pxoeass* resulting In their bslng 
«1i^ale«lly arousod. Extravartaf on the other hand* were 
aasvmed to be chronically under aroused* because In their 
ease It was the Inhibitory process which was convolved to be 
stronger. Besides* reactive Inhibition was assumed to IxilXd 
up slower and dissipate faster In Introverts* but build up 
faster and dissipate slower In extraverts. Because of these 
differences* Introverts were esqpected to detect larger number 
of signals and suffer much less decrenwnt In detection 
performance with time on watch as con^arcd to extraverts* 
The theory predicts decrement In detection over time In 
either types of Individuals* but more so In extraverts than 
In Introverts* because of Increasingly greater accumulation of 
reactive Inhibition In their case* 
More or less the same prediction regarding difference 
in vigilance performance between extraverts and Introverts can 
be made* as Bakan (i9S9) maintains* from his version of 
*Inhibition theory** which incorporates some of the essimtlal 
assuMptions of the 'inhibition theory* of Maekwarth (1990) and 
the reinforcement theory of Holland (1958)• Detection of 
signals is supposed to be reinforcing to attentive behavior* 
and oeeurrwice of nonosi^als inhibitory to it* As non-signals 
or unwanted stimili in a vigilance task far outnumber the 
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waait«d •tiffluli or «lgn«l«« th« inhibitory proeeas g«ts 
inerouiiiigly •trongar* woakoning th« «ttontivo boh«Tior as 
tlMO on watch mArmcMm^ This tAKmid Had to vigilanea 
daeramant ovartiiiia. But it la difficult to undaratand why 
tha axtant of dacrwnant ahould ba graatar in axtravarts as 
eoBiparad to introvarta* tmlaas BaHan further asaumaa that 
dataction of aignala ia diffarantialXy rainforeing to tha 
two typea of individual or idantifies aoma other aourcas of 
rainforearacnt in the taak particularly for introvarta. 
B^ tican (1959)# using en auditory vigilance taak» 
put to test the prediction of greater decr^nent in extraverta 
than in introverts • The prediction was not confimt^* alttK)ugh 
introverts performed at a higher level than extraverta during 
the early phase of the watch* 
l^iot content with the results* Bakan at al» (1963) 
replicated the earlier atudy using a less eaay vigilance task* 
a ditferent measure of extraversion* and more extrrane criteria 
for the eontraating groups* The subjects were required to 
list«) to a tape-recording of digita at the rate of 1 per sec* 
With instruction to detect the occurrmce of 3-digits in the 
order odd»evan <xid (1963)* The 48Hnits watch waa breakable into 
3 periods of 16Hmts« each having 5 aignala* The tfwiqporal 
distribution of signals in all the three units was kept tha 
same* A short practice session* with knowledge of results 
provided to the subjects* preceded tha teat aession* The 
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rttsults ahowad that th« two groupa diffarad In tima oouraa of 
parfomanea* Tha axtravarta atartad of at a hlghar laval and 
ahowad continuing dacramant from tha lat to |rd jpariod of 
wvteh* "Tha introvarta on tha othar hand* firat ahowad an 
incraaaa than a dacraaaa aa tima on watch incraaaad, Theaa 
findinga support tha prediction derived from Eyaanck'a theory* 
Colquhoun (1960)« studied the relationship between 
extraversion-introversion and vigilance at different times of 
day* The pattern of relationship observed indicated that while 
introverts tend to do Ir^ tter on a vigilance task during the 
morning hours (around 10 A*M*)« in the afternoon hours (around 
2 P*fl*) it is the extreverts who show better performance. The 
question arises why it is that extraverts show superior 
vigilance performance in the afternoon* Could it tm due to 
afternoon being differentially arousing to extraverts and 
introverts* If m>, then naturally it is the extraverts and 
not the introverts who should have a preference for after-noon 
hours* because being under aroused they are expected to have a 
need for arousal* Bakan* Buekner U McGrath (1963) following 
this reasoning tested tine of day preference in extraverts and 
introverts* The subjects were first given the HP and then 
asked the time of day during which tiTiey felt laost alert and 
attentive* Although* there was no significant difference 
between the two groups in the time of day preference* there 
was a trend in the direction expected* There %fere more 
extraverts than introverts who preferred the afternoon hours* 
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«nd mor* introv«rts th«n •>ctr«v«rts preferring th« inoming 
hours* The study* it may iM pointed outt was ecmcsmsd with 
preference end not performenee* 
The study of Cleridge (i960}* on the vigilence 
performance of the hysterics (neurotic extraverts) and 
dysthymics (neurotic introverts) has yielded results in the 
direction expected* During the 1st 30 mts* of the Bakan's 
auditory task* the detection perfoxiaance of dysthemies* as 
predicted* was superior to normals as well as hysterics. 
However* with the inclusion of irrelevant stimulation in the 
form of ito *6* as seconrlary signals* the relationship reversed* 
Zt was now the hysterics who showed an Increase and dysthcmiics* 
a decrease* in the vigilance perforni«nce* Evidently* increase . 
in arousal though irrelevant stimulation had differential 
effect on the vigilance of extravert and introvert neurotics* 
Studies on the effects of cortically stimulant and 
depressant drugs on vigilance provide strong rather irrefutable 
support to predicted difference between extraverts and 
introverts tzom SysencX's theory* The propositions that 
depressant drugs* toy increasing cortical inhibition wid 
decreasing cortical excitation produce extraverted behavior 
pattern* and stimulant drugs by decreasing cortical inhibition 
and increasing cortical excitation produce introverted behavior 
pattern* have be«n found to be valid on a variety of learning 
(Franks and et* al« I960)* non-learning (£ysenek and et* el* 
19S7)* and swisery discrimination (Aiba 1969) tasks* Vigilance 
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p«r£onii«nc« raquiring sustalnad «tt«ntion seems to b« 
partieularly r«l«vant in this eonnaetion. Studias show 
(Bakar 19611 TraadwaXl 1960) that m«probamat«# a dapraaaant 
M^ru^ r acc«l.«ratc!» ^vlgilancer daerwn^At dVar tima aa «>q>aetad. 
stimulant drugs too hava baan found to produca 
th« effect in the direction predicted* which is opi^site to 
that produced t^ depressant drugs* Using Bakan vigilance 
task and 48 mts. cratch period* breakable into 3 units of 
equal length* each having 10* 11* and 11 signals* Keister and 
l-tolaughXin (1972) studied the effect of caffeine on the 
vigilance performance of extraverts and introverts* 'i>he 
results showed that under no drug and placebo condition there 
was iK> marked difference betwemi esctraverts and introverts 
either in percent detection or in detection decren^nt over 
time* although the percentage was higher in introverts* The 
difference in vigilance decrenwnt* however* emerged under 
caffeine condition with extraverts showing significantly 
larger decrement between the 1st and 3rd units of watch than 
introverts* It means externally induced arousal was needed 
for the predicted difference between the two types of 
individuals to show up* It is necessary to point out that 
the task used in this study having 32 signals was much easier 
than the original Bakan*s task (1963) having IS signals* The 
observed diffesence between the vigilance performance of the 
two groups cannot be attributed to neuroticiwn* because the 
analysis of the data showed that the Sl-score difference* tihieh 
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which did ttxifft* did not produc* any •f£«et on vigilance 
•ith«r in t«rms of p«rc4»nt d«t«ction or vigilanc* d«cr«nent. 
This was in conformity with th« findings of Bakan (1959K and 
Stroh (1970) that no relationship exists between neuroticism 
and vigilance* 
There are a few more studies which indicate that 
externally induced arousal* such as that produced by noise* 
was needed for the predicted difference between introverts and 
extraverts to expresm out in vigilance. Davies and et. al 
(1969) studied the effect of varied auditory stimulus (VAL) on 
a 40 mts. visually presented Bakan task to test the prediction 
that VMD should make greater facilitating effect on subjects 
who were initially under aroused (extraverts) than ttose vho 
were aroused (Introverts)* tloise has the effect of raising 
the arousal level generally* (Qroadbent* 1963f Davies* 1968)* 
Under VAS condition the two types of subjects vere found to 
differ neither in correct detection nor in detection decrement 
over time but only in the error of coirenission or false detec-
tion* Similar results were obtained earlier by Davies and 
Hockey (1966) using white noise* Lack of difference in the 
study of iDavies et* al in terms of percent detection and 
detection decronent could be attributed* as the investigators 
themselves have suggested* to the Bakan's task bec«ning easy 
because of its presentation visually* That the task was too 
easy is evident from the fact that 95:^  and 89% signals were 
* 
detected by the extraverts and introverts respectively* 
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fioiM investigators hsvs givwi psrtieulsr sttsntion 
to fslso •lAnns or srxors of eeiwiilssioii (CKs) boesuso «n ineroaso 
in CEs# by acting as insuranea against tha arror of omission* may 
pravant tha amarganca of taraparamantal diffaranco in corract 
dataction (Tuna 1966). Graatar ganaration of raactiva inhibition 
in fuctravarts as compared to introverts was axpectad to result in 
tha former type of individuals maXing larger number of CEa^ Tha 
Bakan auditory Vigilance task* with the modification th«it a period 
of 10 sec* silence followed presentation of every set of 10 
consecutive digits* was given to old (above 50 years) and young 
(below 49 years) extraverta and introverts identified on the basis 
of Heron Extraversion Inventory (1956) with median as the cutting 
point. The results showed that extraverte differed from introverts 
neither in number of correct detection nor is detection decrement* 
but only in the frequency of Ois made* which was 2 to 3 times rmore* 
The results were interpreted to mean that extravezt^ s in contrast to 
introverts %rere less cautious and had lower ability to differen-
tiate between wanted and unwanted events. The factor of age 
appeared to produce the effect in the same direction. Lack of 
difference observed bet%reen the two types of subjects in correct 
detection and decrwnent in detection could be due to the difference 
between the two personality groups not being sharp enough* because 
median was the cutting point used. Krupski et. al (1971)* using a 
48 mts. long Bakan auditory task* found that CEs are made signifi-
cantly more frequently by subjects who are low in arousal level as 
measured by GSK* subject to vigilance decremwit* and score higher 
on the extraversion test. 
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P«rhif»« th« only •twly having failed to obtain any 
relationship batwaan axtravaraion-introvaraion and Vigilanea 
parformanea was tha ona earriad out by stroh (1970 a)# whosa 
corralational wnalysia failad to ravaal any significant relation-
slirp batifaan tha t%N>. It is naeassary to point out hara that 
naithar Sysanck nor any other exponent of his theory has ever 
suggested that scores on extraversion as such would be related to 
Vigilance performance* The prediction is that both types of 
individuals would suffer decrement with time on watch* but the 
extent of decrement wottld be larger in extraverts as con^ared to 
introverts* 
studios on Vigilance in extraverts and introverts 
have produced results generally as exitected from Lysenck's theory* 
except where the task used was ixo easy in nature* Induced arousal 
as produced by additional signals* irrelevant stimulation* noise* 
and drugs helps in bringing out the difference in the direction 
expected even on tasks which are quite easy* Some studies have 
reported diffex^ nnce in false alarms or C£s only^ but in terms of 
methodological adeguicy they leave aaieh to be desired* The 
approach used by one or two investigators to relate extraversion 
s«>ras with vigilance performance has understandably not yielded 
positive results* becmise the theory predicts that both the types 
of individuals should suffer vigilance decrement overtime but to 
different extent* 
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i,i,rje-j.,.t,f„,¥. ,^ ? 
A rigilanc* t»sk« wiileh wmtsaJLrmm sustalfivd 
•tt€mti<m ovsr a period of tim** has hrnmi ragardad to ba 
p«rtt«iilvrly tuitad ^ or tha study of tha bahairloral wcprasslon 
of eoiiealvad diffanmca batitaan axtravarts and introvairts in 
tha laval of cortical arousal and the rata of generation and 
dissipation of reactive inhibition (ibyswnck* 1957, 1959# 1976i 
Bak8n# X9S9}. Inherently, extroverts besides being tinder 
axtsused have a tendency to generate re&ctive inhibition fastly 
and dissipate slowly* Introverts, in contrast, are not only 
aroused but have a tendency to i^ e^nerate reactive inhibition 
slowly and dissipate fastly. As o result of these inherent 
differenceo, introverts are esqMicted to do better on a vigilance 
task than extraverts* 
Initiated by Sakan (19S9), quite a large number 
of studies have h&m carried out to test the predicted difference 
between extraverts and introvects in vigilance performance, but 
the review of studies showed that the results, though gimerally 
supportinc, the ^ ysenek's theory cannot be considered to be 
conclusive, while scune studies, using t&sKs of moderately low 
difficulty lenvl, have yielded results confirming the predicticms 
(Bakan, 1963f Calquhoun, 1960i claridge, 19(0}, oU>ers indicate 
that predicted difference emerges out i^en additional arousal is 
induced through noise or varied stiimalation (Davies and Hockey, 
19i6f Davies and et al, 1969), and still others show that the 
difference Mipresses out only in false alarms or conmission errors 
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(Tiin«« 1966^ D«vl«» Mi4 Tuii«« 1969i Krupski «nd •! •U 1971). 
While* 6ak«n (1959) using a low difficulty task* and stxoh 
(1970a} anqitloying eorralational OMithod* hava failad to obtain 
tha diffaranca axpacted batwaan axtravarta and introverts in 
vigilancajptarformanca* 
Task or extra-task inducad diffexenca in tha arouaal 
laval* as pointed out in the precading section* sewns to be one 
of tha factors* and perhaps a vary iiiiportant factor* responsible 
for tlM inconsistency of results, £££iciency of performance of 
a vigilance or any other cognitive task is ej^ected to dapand 
upon thm arousal level of the subjects %rhile parfonning the 
task* which in turn depends i;^n the difficulty level of the 
task also. But the relationship is not linear. 
yerkea and Dodson as early as 1906 postulated a 
curvilinear relationship bet^ msen arousal or drive and perfor* 
mance* and had given crucial iinportance to the factor of task 
difficulty as a detenainer of arousal* This proposition in the 
form of invarted*y relationship has since been repeatedly 
si^ported by a nuxaber of investigators (Pavlov* 1927| Hebb* 
1955f Brodhurst* 1959/ Gray* 1964i &ysenek* 1976)* and seems to 
be particularly relevant for the problam of the present study. 
Variation in task difficulty* it is contended* should not only 
affect the arousal level* but also the rate of accumulation of 
reactive inhibition* and consequently tha efficiency of vigilance 
performance, one way of varying task difficulty is by varying 
the degree of siodlarity between the constituent elements of 
signal aiMl non»signal stimuli. 
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If thm tack i« of m •ufflciantly high difficulty 
l«ir«l« th« Tigilane* p«rfojc«i«ne« «• NMi*surttd by correct det«te» 
tion# dacraownt in d«t*etion ov«r tin** and oomniasion arrora 
may bacoma poor iA «eanp«riaon no ^tim l«vil of parformanea on a 
nodarata or avan low difficulty taak* and oora ao in axtrairarta 
than in introvarts* Thia isay happan becausa of two raasons. 
Firstly* tha laintl of arousal may becotiw ao high that on tha 
baaia of tha invartcd-U ralationahip« tha perfoinnanca may tm 
axpactad to ahov a decline* Sacor^ly* as the magnitude of 
atUffition and the emount of perceptual effort required on a high 
difficulty vigilance task vill be much higher than on a lov 
difficulty teek« the rate of generation of reactive inhibition 
would also be considerably higher* This shoxUd he more so in 
extraverts than in introverts* l:«cause in the former type of 
individuals reactive inhibition builds up faster and dissipates 
slo«wr« As a conswiuence* the vigilance performance of both tha 
types of individuals ahould not only decline* but decline 
differentially* witii the extraverts doing imich poorer than 
introverts as time on watch increases* On a relatively low 
difficulty task* on the other hand* the extraverts as veil as 
introvarts should do better in comparison to their performance 
on the high difficulty task* with tha introverts doing much 
batter than extraverts for tha reasons already atated* 
Difficulty level of a vigilance task can be varied 
in several ways* su«h as lof decreasing thtt intenaity and fre* 
quaney of signals* inoraasing the complexity of the taak and tha 
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r«t« of prtt««nt.«tion of •ign«l and iioii*slgn«l evonta* Taak 
difficulty* as pointed out oarliar* can also b« variad# p«rhiH>8 
«M»ra offactivaly* lay varying tha degraa of similarity batwean 
constituant alamants of signal and non*signal stimuli* A hl^ 
difJicult^ tasle of such a natura* basidas laaing too arousing* 
should also Isa too straining to the discriminatiire capacity of 
tha subjects. As discriminative capacity of extraverts is 
poorer than that of introverts (Tune* 1966)* the former type of 
subjects stould experience the strain greater* This* ^art from 
Affecting the over all efficiency of vigilance performance 
adversely may have a particulax bearing on commission errors or 
false alarms* Here the similarity between siiinel and non-siynal 
events* greater is likely to be the uncertainty as to whether a 
given event is signal or non«>signal* and hence more frequent the 
ClbS* (\B the strain on the discriminative capacity produced by 
the high similarity task will be greater in extraverts in 
comparison to introverts* because of their being low in tiiis 
c«qpacity* they should make the comaission errors more* 
to the best of the knowledge of the present investiga* 
tor* neither task difficulty in terms of similarity between 
signal and non«-sign8l evwnts* iK>r of a level where one could 
expect the performance on the basis of the inverted-O relation-
ship to deteriorate* has ever been studied by any investigator 
before* 
On the basis of the above theoretical and empirical 
considerations regarding the vigilance performance of introverts 
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•oMl ttxtrcvArts on the low and high similarity tasks th« 
hYpoth9S«s foxmulatsa wsr* as followst 
1* IntrovartSf on th« low similarity task# should 
dtttact XajpfflNT nuitioor of si§iials# maka fawar commission arrors* 
and show much lass dacrwnant in vigilanca pertormance with tima 
on watch than axtravarte, 
2« Un the high similarity task tooth introverts and 
extravarts should detect fewer signal®# make larger number of 
commission errors* and show much more decrement in performance 
over titM than on the low similarity task* 
3. The deterioration in perfoinmance on the high 
similarity task in tenns of all the three indices of vigilance 
should iM sharker in extraverts than in introverts* 
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ff » ^  ?^  9 P 
Th« mxpmrinumt was pXannctd to test th« predictions^ 
dorived from Eyawnek** theory* regarding the vigilance performance 
of extraverts and introverts on low and high cijaiXaj^ Lty <^«k»* 
She procedure ilsed for preparing the auditory vigilance tasks* 
drawing the required groitps of suOjects* and the design followed 
in performing the experiment are described in some detail. 
Each taek consi&ted o£ a series of 1600 itesns* all in 
3«digits# out of which 1779 it@ns« having all the three osnatl-
tuent digits in even nunitbers (482» 624)« were the nonositjnals* 
and the remaining 21 itcsno were tho signals. In the first 
series or tasli 1« each of the 21 signals h<8id the middle digit 
in even nt»nber and the two adjoining digits in odd numbers* such 
as* 347* 963* etc* In the second series or task XZ* every signal 
had the middle digit in odd numl^r and the two adjoinina digits 
in even number* like 496* 254* etc* 
As every signal item in task Z had 2 of the 3 eonsti* 
tuent digits different from non-signals in the sense of being in 
odd msRber* while non-signal itcMns had all the three constituent 
digits in even number* the degree of similarity between the two 
types of items was 33%* In the task II* as two of th^ three 
constituent digits of each signal it«m were of the same nature 
as those of non-signals in the sense of being in evnn number* 
the degree of similarity between signal and non-signal items was 
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$§9Lm Itmam in lx>th th* Miri** w«ir« ao vttm^fA a« to nwlc* ••eh 
••ritt* or t««K bn«]i«l>l« into thr«« ttqu^i units* ••eh h«viii9 7 
•ig^ftis and Sf3 non<»sign«ls« Th^ signal* w^r^ distributed 
randoaiiy among non»signals» Ths rsndcMiily d«t«niiin«d locations 
o£ ths s igns l s witrm at posit ions 15« 10i# 280« M, 369« 426« 
and 510 in tha I unit* and 133, 18S« 285, 309, 443, 502, and 
529 in the 11 unit , and at posit ions 43, 120, 165, 227, 377, 445, 
and 465 in the III unit of each s er i e s . 
£.aeh ser ies or task was separately tmpm recorded in 
a low and steady female voice at the rate o£ one item every one 
and a hal£ second* This required a good amount of s k i l l on the 
part o£ the experiiminter, %fhich she acquirt>d a@ a restalt of days 
of patient practice with the help of a stop watch* In fact , 
several recordings were made end discarded before the ones 
selected finally* 
.\ltlK>ugh the task 12, in which the degree of 
s imilarity between signal and non«»signal itesns was 66%, appeared 
to be Mteh aiore d i f f i c u l t on the face value in ooiiqpari«>n to the 
task I %fith 33% similarity betwe«ai the two types of items, yet 
i t was eonsideri^ necessary to ascertain eep ir iee l ly i f th^ two 
tftsks rs^lly differed markedly in the d i f f i cu l ty level in the 
manner expected from the invertad-U hypothesis es discussed in 
the preceding ehapter* 
Two groi4>s of 10 undcrgceduats studwrits, saeh having 
•qual niariMr of boys snd g i r l s , ssrv«d as subjacts in ths try 
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out mxprnriMmxt* n»iioiriiig th« standard proeadur* «m»loy«d on 
• vigil«ne« task* thm aubjaeta of tha firat gxoup workad 
individually on tha taak I« and of tha aacond gxovnp on tha taak 
XI* Tha tima raquirad on «»ch taak waa 45 nilnutas, Earliar tha 
aubjaeta of aaeh grou^ had %forkad on a familiarity taak laating 
5 minutas «ad having 3 aignala and 197 non-aignala aimilar in 
natura to tha taaka propar* Tha data obtained ara givan In 
^pendix A<»IZ* 
Tha mean and SD of the detection scores were 14.4 
and 2,98 respectively on the low similarity task, and 10*5 and 
1,85 on the high siiailarity task* and the difference between the 
two means as tested by the t«test for iinc^rrelated scores was 
significant (t « 3*§16#y^ *01 level). That is* in contp&rison to 
low similarity task* the detection performance of the subjects 
was markedly low on the high similarity task* For determining 
whether or not the subjects on each task suffered decrement in 
vigilance performance with time on watch* and if so* to what 
extent* the signal detection percentage on the IlZ-unit of watch 
was o>mpared with that of the Z-unit» On the low similarity taak 
(Task 1} tha detection pere«itage was 82 •86% in the l«>unit uaA 
S2*86% in the ZZI*unit of watch* indicating a daeramant over-time. 
The extent of decrwnent was* ho%revar* not large enough to be 
sitpiifieant (t » 1«436* <^ .OS)* The percentage of signals 
detected en the high similarity task was 80*00 in the X*unit and 
2S*71 in the Zll*>unit of watch* and the difference between the 
two percentages was significant (t • 2.431* y •01). 
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As on thm hi^ ti similAritir t««X ^ w ^t««tieii 
pmxtoxmmnem was signlfiesntly lowtr as (oom^mtmA to ttis 
dotstctlon pmtf9xmmaam on tho lov sJjnlXsrity task* and tha 
vigiXanea dacraiMnt with tisia on watch suffarad by tha subjaets 
on tha high sisiilarity task« iiniika on tha low sinilarity task* 
was sharp anough to ba significant* tha high similarity task or 
task 21 was airidantly highly difficult as conqparad to tha task 
Z. Zn fact* the task XZ waui so highly difficult than task 1 
thait tha vigilance performsffice datarioratad considarably. Zt 
is 4i^ ppar«nt» therafore* that the t%fo tasks fulfil the require-
ments of tha present study adacruately* 
Zt may be pointed out that vigilance task o£ a. 
diffictilty level as high as task ZI has not been used in any 
study reported so far* The low sifflilarity task Z is« however* 
similar to the task used by Bekan (1963) and many other investi-
gators, with the difference that while the rate of presentation 
in the Sakan*s task was one digit per second, in the present 
case as 3«-digit items are presented every 1\ sec, the rata of 
presentation cones to one digit every ~, second, that is, twice 
as fast as in Bakan's task* Besides, unlike Bakan*s task, the 
present task requires the subjMst to respond to si^al as wall 
as non-signal it«as by making a tick mark in the former and a 
eross mark in the latter ease* These differences could be 
mxprnctrnd to make the low sisUlarity task of tha present study 
more difficult than the Bakan's task* T%N> separate sets of 200 
items lasting 5 minutes, including 3 randomly distributed si^ials. 
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«n« ••% tot tftsfc X mad thm otlMiir am% for tftsk ZX w«r« prtpar^dl 
to OMJC* th« subJActs familiarised with th* nature of tho t«ok* 
The oignala of tiMi f i r s t «ot wore similar to thosa in task X« 
and of tha second se t to those in task I I , 
DESIGNt 
As each o£ the two variables of the study, namely* 
extraversion and task similarity* %rer® of two levels* the 
experiment was planned according to a 2 x 2 factorial design 
with a view to find out the effect of each of these factors in 
isolation as well as in interaction with each other on vigilance 
perfozmance* Schematic presentation of the design is given in 
Table !• 
Och©natic Presentation of the Design of the 
BxpiBcinmntt 
n Task I i-'ask II 
Extravert 
Sxtraverts 
Introverts 
Introverts 
20 
20 
20 
20 
¥es 
^o 
Yes 
ino 
No 
Yes 
NO 
Yes 
The vigilance performance was to be measured 
in terms of correct detection* decrwnent in detection with 
time on watch* and false alarms or comnission errors. 
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iSMMSSa* 
Th« M«ud«l«y P«rM>n«lity Invmntory (MPI)« 
<a«v«lop*d by fiy««nek (1959} and mA»p%m6 in Hindi by JaIot« 
(196Si« exmp/:XmXng 24 Items £er ^ (urevorsitofi^  and 24 Hams i^ir 
nmvLSOtieiam, w«» uacd for drawing the subjects for the study 
(Appendix A), £ach itaaie in the scale has three response 
alternatives* scored a9 0# l» 2$ from lower to higher levels 
of extraversion and neurotii^ Q* 'i.'he maxionsai score one could 
get on each scale is 48* The reliability co-efficient obtained 
by comparing the scores of the first half with that of the 
second half of the scale on a groi;^  of 150 College students* 
with both the sexes equally represented* was 4-0#42 (corrected) 
for the extraversion scale* "She scale compared well with the 
original Knglish version* and is being widely used in India* 
The sex difference on the scale was found to be negligible. 
Although the reliability of the test was not as high ma mynwr'^mu 
would like to it to be* yet for the purpose of tehe .^ resent study 
it was considered tc be quite adequate* because the study r«M^ir* 
ed using extreme scx^ rer only* That is* those scoring above 80th 
and below 20th percentiles* 
The Hindi version of the MPI scale was administered 
on 400 undergraduate male and female students of the faculties 
of Arts* Science* and social sciences* of AMU** Aligarh* SO 
extraverts and SO introverts were dra%m from those scoring above 
eoth and below 20th percentiles respectively on the extra^ i^ rsion 
scale* The extr <:>verts had a mean of 39*56 and a r«ige of 97*47* 
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and th« Gorr«spondlln9 valvi** for introv«rt« w«r« 22*7 and 11«>26 
r«*p«etlvaly* frtm anongat thaaa 50 axtravarta and 50 intro* 
v«rta with lx>th aaxaa almoat aqually rapraaantad* t%#o 9zo\^ >a of 
axtravarta and 2 groupa of Introverta* aach including 20 
aiat>jaeta« tfara aalactad randomly for tha atudy. Tha n\«dMir of 
raala and famala atudants in each group was almost equal* Tha 
remaining 10 atudants of aach category were kept in reaerve for 
use as replac«nent in case any of the assigned subjects of any 
group failed to turn up for the ejt^ erintent* 
AS neuroticism has been repeatedly found to have 
no effect on vigilance performance (Bakan« 1963i i^ avies in 
Tune# 1969| Thachray et al, 1975) # it was considerrtl unnecessary 
to match tlie subjects on the neuroticism scale* 
There were two conditions of the experiment - low 
and high similarity betwc^ en signal oni non»sii^al stimuli* Xn 
the first condition tne task used had 33^ similarity betirfeen 
signal and non»8 i^nal itims* In the second condition the degree 
of similarity between signal and iK>n«>signal items in the task was 
66^ h* 
The experiment was carried out in a relatively 
detached room of the Department of Psychology of the University 
or of the wo«en*s College* and every possible care was taken to 
ensure that no diatraction occurred while the experiment was in 
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psogtm9», Th« proc^ duir* tta«d for oondttcting th« mtprnximmt. 
w«a as followsI 
Th« subjset was lad into tha axparimantai room* 
of farad a saat* and asked how ha was# atc*« to maka him at 
aasa* Tha aacparimantar than plae«^ bafora him on tha tabla 
tha written illustration of the task* and asked him to gto 
through it and %«crk out the items following the instruction 
and the given exarr^ le* For the visual familiarity part of 
Task I, he was required to make a cross mark on the short line 
below each item* if all the three constituent digita of an 
item were in even numbers* and a tick mark if the middle digit 
was an even number and the two adjoining digita of the it^n 
were in odd nurobers (347) • Zn the case of task II, the 
subject was rc^ quired to make a cross mark if all the consti-
tuent digits of an item were in even n\imbers« and a tick !nark 
if the middle digit of an item was an odd number end the two 
adjoining digits were in even nundders (638) • 
Thereafter* the subject was told that he would be 
presented a similar task auditorially through a tape recorder. 
For the low similarity task Z* he was told that when the tape 
recorder was started he would listen a series of three^igit 
itiHRS one by one like the ones he just did earlier visually. 
Most of the items would be in even numbers* but a few items 
%wuld have the odddle digit in even nusiber and the two adjoin* 
ing digits in odd nuadaer. These items are called as signals. 
nm was particularly asked to be attentive for detecting the 
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•igntl* in th« nuammr (l«««rib«d ••rXi«r» A rcapons* sh««t 
with toioekai of 200f 6(K)f fOO and 600 short lin«« or dash** 
eorroaponding to th« nymbor of itoms in tho faiiiiii«rity and 
th« throo units of tho t«st %fateh of tha axpariiaant was 
pXaead bcfora tha subject for making tha rasponsas. Starting 
froai tha first itam* ha was askad to naka a efOSl rmtk, tt 
tha itam haard was a non«>signaX# and a tick mark* if the it«n 
haard was a signal* without leaving any item« \mresponded« 
The instruction given to the subject for task 2 was as followsi 
"A task similar to one you have just performed 
but of a much longer duration will now be presented to you 
through a t^e recx>rder» You will hear a series of three* 
digit items one by one* ^he constituent digits of most of the 
it«ns will be in even numbers* such as* 242* 824« Scattered 
«iiong these it^ns will be a few signals* thct is* the items 
having the middle digit in even number and the adjoining digits 
in odd numbers* such as* 369* 743* etc* You are required to 
detect signals when they occur* 
solaced before you is the response sheet with rows 
of short lines for making the response* on hearing a non* 
signal you will make a cross mark* and on hearing a signal a 
tick sMurk on the short lines* starting from the first short 
line of the first row you will go on making a cross mark (x) 
•very time you hear a non«>signal* and a tick mark {^) on 
hearing a signal* Please note that no item slK>uld be left un» 
res|>onded. 
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As aignals ar* wry £«w and Msattcrad rwidkMily 
«Nong iion*«lgnals« yoii hava to hm rmry attantiva. In fact 
this ajq>arlsiant Is a tast to maasura ona*s ability to kaap 
hiMmmXt dttantiva. X hop* you hava fully undarstood %^at you 
ara raqfuirad to do. Now plaasa kaap yowt pm or pan^Jl OQ that 
2St short lina o£ the first rov and t>a raady for making the 
rosponses* If you want to ask any question please ask now* 
but once the experiment has been started you should not ask 
anything but to continue to do your work silently till it is 
coR^lete*" 
After the subject had received the full instnustion* 
his responses on the familiarity oaxrt oC the o3q>eriin«it were 
checked up and he was told whether or not he hsd detected the 
signals correctly. After a gap of 3 ints# the experiment 
proper started and the subject worked on the 45 mts* long 
vigilance task (xtntinuously without any break. Before leaving 
the room* the subject was thanked for the time he gave and the 
cooperation he extended through out the ej^eriment. 
Thm data on task IX for the subjects of the extra* 
vert and introvert groups were taken following the swte pro-
eedure as in task I, except that in this ease the signals to • 
be be detected had the middle digit in odd nvmber and ^ e two 
adjoining digits in even nundbers. 
The experiment on all the four groups was performed 
individually with mere or less half of the subjects of each 
group tested in the forenoon and half in the afternoon hours* 
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Th« revponsss of the aubjcett of a l l th« four groups on tlio 
low «nd high s imilarity tasks (Task I and Task IX) wars scorad 
in tarms of correct dataetion« dacram«at in datection oiMur*tiffii^  
and eommirssion wiHtotm, and tha data obtained ara prasantad In 
tha Appendix* 
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R S S V L T a 
The effects of personality (£ • I) and task 
similarity were studied on vigilance following a 2 x 2 
factorial design. Three meesuree o£ ttm dependent 
variable were used* namely* detection score or correct 
detection* decr«nent in detection over-time* and coirenission 
errors or false alarms. Hesults obtained by analysing the 
data for each of the three measures of vigilance are 
presented below. Analysis o£ variance* and t-test for 
determining the significance of difference between means and 
percentages were the statistical techniques used. 
Correct Detections 
The data obtained were subjected to analysis of 
variance in order to find out the contributions of & - I and 
task similarity* in isolation as well a» in interaction with 
each other* on the variance of detection scores. Summary of 
the results of the analysis of variance is given in Table ZI< 
ffl^ l* - II 
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Summary of th* Analysis of Varianca of 
Dataction Scoras showing tha Effacts of £xtravarsion-> 
Xntrovarsion (£-1)^ TasX Similarity <T) and of thalr 
Intaraetion* 
Source of 
Variance 
(fc-I) 
T 
EXT 
v.lthin Group 
Total 
Sum of 
Squares 
288. 8 
156. 8 
1,80 
835.80 
1283.20 
df 
1 
1 
1 
76 
79 
Haan SS 
288. 8 
156. 8 
1.80 
10. 9 
F 
26.49 
14.38* 
00.16 
(*) p •01 level 
The contrilsutions of the E • I and of task 
similarity to the variance in detection scores* as is appa* 
rent from the table* are significant at beyond .01 level. 
The F-Value was 26.49 for £ - X* and 14.38 for task similario 
ty. The contribution of their interaction was* however* 
negligible. 
The data were further analysed using the t-test for 
uncorrelated scores to find out which of the between groups* 
and between tasks* mean differences were significant. The 
results obtained are presented in the following table. 
Tfb|y > III "^ 
Comparison of tnm i^man i>«tttctlon Score of 
th« Extravcrts and Introverts on the Low (Task 1} and 
High Similarity (Tasks II)Tasks. 
(K • 20# each group) 
• 
Mean 
SD 
S£D 
t 
P 
Task 
Fxtraverts 
10.500 
4.466 
1.04 
3.36 
.01 
I 
Introvert^ 
13.650 
2.130 
Task II 
Extraverts Introverts 
7.000 
1.097 
9.500 
2.801 
.775 
3. 22& 
.01 
The mean and SD of detection scores on the low 
similarity task were 10.500 and 4.466 for extraverts and 
13.650 and 2.130 respectively for introverts* and the 
difference between the two means was significant (t«3.36» .01)< 
The introverts* as es^ected* detected significantly more 
signals than extraverts. 
Cn the high similarity task the mean and SD of 
detection scores were 7.000 and 1.897 for extraverts* and 9.500 
and 2.801 respectively for introverts. The difference between 
the two means in this case too was significant (t * 3.225* .01). 
The introverts on the high difficulty task too* as predicted* 
detected larger number of signals l^an extraverts. 
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Ttbl« • IV 
CoRtparison of th« hmmn 0«tftction Score 
on Low (Task I) and High Similarity (Task II) in £xtrav«rta 
and Introvarts* 
(N K 20# each group) 
Hean 
SD 
&%D 
t 
P 
Extravarts 
Task I Task I I 
10.50 7.00 
4.466 1.897 
0.588 
5.95 
• 01 
IntJK) v e r t s 
Task I 
13.65 
2.130 
Task I I 
9.500 
2.601 
.797 
5.207 
.01 
The means of the detection scores for extraverts 
on the low and high similarity tasks* as shown in IV, were 
10.50 and 7.00 respectively« and the corresponding SD values 
were 4.66 and 1.897 respectively. The difference between the 
two means was significant (t » 5.95* .01). The mecm 
detection score of extraverts on low similarity task, as 
predicted, was larger than their mmmn detection score on high 
similarity task. 
The introverts too showed the same trend. On the 
low similarity task, their mean and SD were 13.65 and 2.130 
respectively, and the a>rresponding values for the high 
Cempariton of th« P«ro«nt*g« Dmcxmmmnt of 
tho Extravorts ana Introvorts on th« lov and High Similarity 
Taaka* 
• 
% 
Docrwnont 
*'l-*'2 
CR 
task 2 
Eu|jfav^jr|;f, in^jn^IffFliff, 
32.14 18.57 
13.97 
1.15 
.05 
T^i^K, iri 
fixtravarta Introvartf 
44.28 59.29 
15,60 
0.95 
.05 
On the low aimilarity task tha pereentagaa of 
signals detected by the introverts in the X» XI and III units 
of watch were 71.42%. 70.71% and 52.65% respectively. The 
corresponding values for extraverts were 65.00%. 52.14% and 
32.86% respectively. The extent of decronent in detection frc»a 
the I to the III unit of watch was 18.57 in introverts and 32.14 
in extraverts (Table V), The extrav«rts# as predicted, suffered 
larger decrMtent over time than introverts, but the difference 
was not large enough to be significant (t » 1.15. .05). 
However a comparison of the percentage of signals 
detected on the III unit of watch with the 2 unit of watch on the 
low similarity task in each type of subjects separately shows that 
extraverts. unlike introverts (t « 2.087. .05). detected signi-
ficantly smaller peremtage of signals in the last unit as compared 
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•imilarity task vmtm 9,S00 and 2,801 rtt«p«ctlv«ly. Tha 
dlff«r«nc« between the two mean* was aigniflcant (t » S«207« .01}• 
As predicted the Introverts detected larger number of signals on 
similarity 
low similarity task than on hlgh^t££luulty task* 
The above results slww that extraverts as well as 
Introverts do poorer on the high similarity vigilance task as 
compared to low similarity vigilance task. 
Summing up the results on the measure of correct 
detection* It may be stated that Introverts detect larger ntimber 
of signals than extraverts on the low as well as high similarity 
tasks* As regards between task comparisons* the results showed 
that both Introverts and extraverts detect significantly larger 
number of signals on low similarity task as con^ared to high 
similarity task* The results are In the direction predicted* 
Decrement In Detection» 
The 45 mts* long auditory vigilance task was so 
designed as to make It breakable for the purpose of analysis 
Into three 15 mts* units* each having 7 signals* Decrement In 
vigilance performance over-time was determined by subtracting 
the percentage of signals detected In the 3rd unit of watch from 
the percentage detected In the first unit* The course of 
decrement with time on watch for both the groups on low as well 
as high similarity tasks Is presented gri^hlcally In the Figures 
1 to 4* 
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to th« I unit of watch (t * I*41« mOi), osdiibitlng « markod 
doeromontol trond* 
IntrovortK on tho high oinilority task d«t«ot«d 
77*14%, 40.71% and 17«8S% tigiuila in the Z« IX a6d SIX units of 
watch raspoctlvaly* Tho corrospondlng valuos for oxtraverts waro 
S7»14%« )0«009( and i2»869i respactliraiy* Tho oxtont of docroRMUit 
In datectlon was 59*2996 In Intcovorts and 44*29% In oxtravorts 
(Tablo VZ}* contrary to our prodletlon# on tho high slialXarlty 
task* It was the Introverts who showed a tendoney towards larger 
decreiMint In vigilance performance over tlioe* although the 
difference was snail and Insignificant* 
However# If the percentage of signals detected In 
the ZZZ unit of watch Is oompared with the Z unit of watch 
separately In extraverts and In Introverts* It will be si^arent 
that both the types of subjects suffered significantly marked 
decrement In vigilance performance with time on watch* The t^value 
was 3*754f for Introverts* and 2*936 for extroverts* which Is 
significant In either case at *01 level* 
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OMnparlson of F«reittnt«g« ENMsrcMtnt on 
tho Low and Hi9h siwllarlty Tasko for Extr«v«urts «nd 
iat£0¥mrtt# 
?4 
Docromont 92*IS 44*287 I8«S7 S9«29 
Pj-Pj 15.45 t5.4l 
CR 0*61 2*65 
•OS .05 
A« rogarda ]a«t%fe«n taSH eoiqpariaosia in irigilanco 
dacraoMmt in intxovarta and «xtr«vartui# th« analysis of data 
indieatas that tha daejranant saffarod by intxovarts was S9*299( 
on hivh sisiilarity task and 18.57% on tha low similarity task* 
For tha aactravorta tha eorraapondiny dmexmmnt valuas wars 
44.287X and n»t%% raspoetiiraly (Tabla VI)* Tha diffaranea 
Iwtwean tha two pareantadas was significant in tha fomar 
(t » 2*45« vOS)* and insignifleant in tha lattar easa 
(t • 0«41« *05}» 8oth tha typas of subjaets* as pradiotad« 
suffarad daeramant mora on tha high siiailarity task than on tha 
low similarity task« tout unax|»actadly« it was in iatrovarts only 
that t^a Mttant of daoramant was larga anottc^ to too signifiomt* 
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TlMi results on a«cr«m*nt In dstection in brief 
lndie«t« that on th« low •imilarity task «xtravcrt«« unllX* 
introv«rt««^  show aignifiqantly markad dacramant in dataction 
ovar-tima* In con^ariaon with introvarta alao thay did ahow 
larger daeramant although the dif£aranca waa not larga anough 
to ba aignificant* On tha high aimilarity taak extravarta aa 
wall aa introvarta conaidared aaparately ahow aignificant 
dacremant from tha I to tha III unit of watch* but conaidarad 
ooRq;>arativ«ly tha two typea of aubjacta not only did not diffar 
aignificantly in the extent of dacr«iientf but contrary to 
prediction* it waa the introverta tiho ahowcMS a trend towarda 
larger decrement* Likewiae* on the high difficulty taak aa 
coiqpared to low difficulty taak €U.though both the typea of 
aubjacta ahowed larger decrement over«>tinm* it waa in the 
introverta that the difference waa marked enough to be aignifi* 
cant* 
CcMfwrniaaion Srrorai 
Comniaaion error (C£i) or falae alarm ia made when the 
aubject reporta perceiving a aignal although no aignal haa 
actually been preaented* He wrongly takea a non«»8ignal for a 
aignal* Total nundber of CEa made during the whole 45 mta« watch 
were found for extraverta and introverta for both low and high 
aijnilarity taaka* Analyaia of variance waa ^plied on the C£a 
and the reaulta obtained are preaented in Table VIZ* 
Tifrlf - v^l ^'^ 
Summftry of th« Analysis of Vari«nc« of commission 
Errors Indicating th« Effscts of sxtravorsion-lntrovsrsion 
(£-Z)« Task SifBilsrity (T), And of thsir Zntsractioni 
sourc* of 
Vsrisnca 
K—Z 
T 
EXT 
Within Group 
Total 
Stm of 
Squares 
277.51 
117,51 
00.02 
596.50 
991.54 
df 
1 
1 
1 
76 
79 
Msan SS 
277.51 
117. 
0, 
7. 
,61 
,02 
,65 
P 
35, 
14. 
00, 
* 
»35 
* 
i98 
.002 
<*) P .01 Level 
The analysis of variance of Q&B indicates that 
extraversion-introversion as well as task similarity had 
contributed significantly to the variance in C£B. The 
F-»values were 35.35 and 14.98 respectively* which are signi* 
fleant «t beyond .01 level. The interaction effect of the two 
factors wes« however* insignificant. 
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T9blm » VIII 
Comparison of th« M«am Comnisslon Errors 
of %h« Bxtravorts and Introimrta on tha Lo%f (Task I) and 
High similarity (Taak II)Tasks. 
(N « 20# aach group) 
Mean 
SO 
S£D 
t 
P 
Task 
Extravarts 
9.20 
4.19 
1.092 
2.609 
• 05 
I 
Introverts 
6.35 
2.13 
Task II 
Extraverts Introverts 
12.95 10.50 
1.88 2.06 
0.644 
3.803 
V .01 
The mean and SD of the CGs on the low similarity 
ta8k« as shown in Table VIII, were 9.20 and 4.19 for extra-
verts and 6.35 and 2.13 for introverts* end the differenca 
between the t%^  means was significant. As predicted intro-
verts had made significantly fewer C£s on the low similarity 
task as compared to extraverts. On the high similarity task 
as well# the diflerence between extraverts and introverts in 
CSs was in the same direction and significant also. 12.95 and 
1.68 were the mean and SD of the C&» for extraverts* and 10.50* 
and 2.08 respectively %raire the mean and sd of the C£s for 
introverts on th e high similarity task. The t-value obtained 
was 3.803* which is significant at .01 level. 
Conparison of th« ftean Commission Errors 
on Lov (I) and High Similarity (ZI) Tasks in Extravsrts and 
Introvorts* 
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iti m iQf oaoh group) 
Mean 
SD 
BED 
t 
P 
Kxtravarta 
Task Z : 
9.20 
4.19 
1.028 
3.561 
.01 
rask zz 
12.95 
1.88 
Zntrovarts 
Task Z 
6.350 
2.13 
Task ZZ 
10.50 
2.08 
.706 
5.878 
.01 
As regards between task coirparisons* the analysis 
of the data (Table IX} showed that for extraverts the mean and 
SD of C&s were 9.20 and 4.19 on Task Z# and 12.95 and 1.68 on 
Task ZZ« which shows that the extraverts* as predicted* made 
significantly larger number of CEs on the high similarity task 
than on the low similarity task (t « 3.561# .01}• Introverts 
too* as predicted* made significantly larger number of CKs on the 
high similarity task than on the low similarity task. The mewi 
and SO of CEs for introverts were 6.35 and 2.13 on Task Z* and 
10.50 and 2.08 on Task ZZ. The difference between the two means 
was significant (t » 5.878* .01}. 
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Xn«t««d of pr«sttntlng a point to point summary 
of th« racults regarding tha vigilanea parfomanea of axtravarta 
and introvarts on tha low and high aimilarity taaks* an attwif>t 
will ba iiSda to pxojact fail^ iullif the trand aiaarging out of tha 
raaults obtainad. This would naturally involva integrating tha 
raaults on all tha three indices of vigilance so as to evolve 
a con^site picture* 
1, The analysis of variance indicated that extraversion 
as well as task similarity contributed significantly to the 
variance of detection scores and also of the C&s. the contri* 
bution of the two factor interaction was* however* negligible in 
either case. 
2, On the low similarity task* the introverts as 
predicted* detected significantly larger ntunber of signals and 
made significantly fewer C£s and also showed a tendency* though 
not significant* towards lesser decr^nent in detection with time 
on watch as compared to extreverts. 
on the low similarity task 
3* Extraverts* unlike introverts*Zahowed significantly 
marked decr«»ttent in detection performance from the I unit to the 
III unit of Ithe watch as expected. 
4. On the high similarity task as ccMipared to the low 
similarity task* both the types of subjects detected fewer signali 
and made significantly larger nund»er of CEs as predicted. In 
detection decrement also both the types of subjects showed the 
7B 
•xp«ct«d t«nd«nGy toward* larger dUicrcnHint on th« high 
similarity taak than on tha low similarity task* but unax* 
pactedly i.t was only in Jjttrovarts that the di££erenca was 
large anough to ba significant. 
5« Introvarts on the high similarity task detected 
significantly larger number o£ signals* made significantly 
fewer Cib.8 as coroaz^d to extraverts. But in vigilance 
decrement* contrary to our prediction* the percentage decrement 
was larger in introverts than in extraverts* although the 
difference was not significant. 
6. However* a con^arison of the signal detection 
percentage on the III unit of watch with the I unit of watch 
indicates that both the types of subjects on the high similarity 
task suffered significantly marked decrement in vigilance per-
formance with time on watch* 
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D I S C U S S I O N 
B«for« taking up the results for discussion* 
P«IHK9H» i^ viil^Aot, be <Hfct o£ place to r«st^t« that prsdictlQiis 
regarding th« difference between extraverts and introverts in 
vigilance performance on the low and high similarity tasks were 
made on the basis of i&ysenck'a theory of extravctsion and the 
inverted«U relationship conceived betwr en task difficulty and 
level of performance. It was hypothesised that while introverts 
should do better than extrovrrts on the low as well as high 
similarity tasks in terms of all the tltrc^ e indices of vigilance -
correct detection* comtiission errors or false alarms* and decre-
ment in detection over time •# both the type© of individuals 
should do poorer on the high similarity task as compared to tyie 
low similarity task* with the e^traverts doing much poorer than 
introverts* The difficulty level of the high similarity task was 
so high th<3it performance could be exnected to deteriorate* and this 
had earlier been ascertained ssmpirically* 
Taking up the results on the low similarity task 
first for consideration* it may be stated that the vigilance 
performance of the introverts and extraverts differed more or 
less in the manner expected. Introverts showed higher detection 
performance* made fewer ccmmission errors than extraverts* and 
the difference on either indices was significant. In terms of 
vigilance dU»er«ment over time also the extraverts suffered the 
deerenent store than introverts* but the difference was not 
large enough to be significant. However* the course c^ ipitfiiige 
2>5 32.S- s / 
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l-" d«t.«ctlon p«rfomiancfi with tinui on w»tch in th« t%<o types of 
subjacfi rvTBvied tim 4Lt££mrmne.m ftrikin^ly. Graphical rap]r«s«nt«« 
tion of tho tin* eourso porformaneo as manifaatad lay tha percwi-
tages of siqnala detected by introverts and extraverts in the 1st* 
IXnd* and the IlXrd tanits of watch brings out the difference 
vividly (Fig* ! ) • IPhe signal detection percentages in extraverts 
being 65.00%* S2.14%« and 32*66% respectively on the three 
consecutive units of watch indicate that the performance followed 
a continuous declining trend* In fact* the detection percentage 
of the Ilird unit of watch was significently lower than thctt of 
the Xst unit (t •• 2«41« N .OS}* i*he pattern of tine course 
performance in introverts* on the other hand* was not the same* 
The detection percentage of the ZXnd unit (70*71?»} of watch was 
so slightly lo%mr that it could be considered to be the same as 
that of the 1st unit (71.14^}* and it was in the IXIz^ or last 
unit of watch only that tha percentage had fallen {52•85%}$ though 
not to the extent of being significant (t » 2*067* ^ .OS)* It is 
evident that unlike the increasingly declining trend which the 
vigilance performance of extraverts followed with time on watch* 
the performance of introvearts rwnained more or less at the saow 
level upto the XXnd unit of watch* and thereafter it declined but 
not quite sharply* 
The superior vigilance performance of introverts over 
extraverts on the low siaiilarity task and the marked difference 
observed in thm course of change their performance followed* can 
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b« •iq^ lsiiMid In t«niui of diff«r«ne« in «fOiMi«l th* l«ir»l (uM in 
thm rtm of g«ii«r«tioa ukl dissipction of r««eti¥« inhibition* 
Vftstor g«n«r«tion of roaetivo inhibition and ita siowor di*sip»» 
tiim tn oxtzwrM^ uijihOttldl rofult in ineroasingly stxonfor growth 
of roaetivo inhibition in thorn •• cMiparod to intxoTorto. This 
coupled with initially lowor arousal asqplaina not only %rhy tho 
datection parfocmanca of axtravarta was lowar than that of 
introv«rta« but also why they suffered increasingly sharper 
decline in detection performance with tiaw on watch. 
Making of significantly larger number of commission 
errors in extraverts in cstsi^ arison to introverts on the low 
siinilarity task* inspite of the fact that tho possibility of 
confusion or uncertainty cotild not be ejected to be high as the 
similarity butwaen signal and non*signal stimuli was rather low* 
may be attributed partly to OKtra^ rerts being of lowar discrimina* 
tlve capacity (Tune* 19€6| Krupski et al« 1971) and partly to the 
possibility of their having raffered inpairament nore in discri-
minative functioning* because of relatively greater building of 
reactive inhibition* 
A ocNsparison of the vigilance performance of extraverts 
and introverts on the low similarity task with the high sisiilarity 
task showed that both the types of subjects did poorer on the 
latter task as predicted* The mean of detection scores decreased 
and that of commission errors incroasad significantly in either type 
of wibjects* In tetms of decrmnent in detection over time also the 
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r««ult« showsd that both typ«« of subjects suffcrsd dttcrsmsnt 
mors on ths high similsrity task «s cK»npared to the low similarity 
«4i^ iM^a* 3 & 4)^ bat un«x|»«ctaaJLy the dilference was wnalXer 
and not significant in extreverts. However* a ec»ii]:>arison of the 
percentage of signals detected in the Xlird unit of watch with 
that of the Zst unit showed that not only the introverts but 
extraverts also suffered significantly niarkt-d decrement on the 
high similarity task* rhe detection percentage fell from 57.14% 
in the Zst unit to 12«e6% in the llZrd unit of watch in extra-
verts* and from 77«14 to 17,85 in introverts, ?he t-value 
obtained was 2»936 for extraverts and 3«7S4 for introverts* %rhich 
are significant at .01 level* 
Between personality type comparisons on the high 
similarity task shoired that extraverts* as expected* dete.>cted 
fewer signals and made larger number of constiission errors than 
intro^^rts* and the difference on either measure was significant 
at .01 level. However* in vigilance decr«nent over tiaui* it was 
the introverts who had suffered t^e decrenient more. The extent 
of decreimmt was 59,29% in introverts and 44.28% in extraverts. 
Although* the difference was m>t large enough to be significant 
nevertheless* it was in a direction opposite to one predicted. 
On the low similarity task* it may be recalled that the extent 
of decrement suffered was greater in extraverts than in intro* 
verts* although the differtHnce in t^at ease too was not signifi* 
cent. 
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Voor«r pmri^rmme* of both «xtr«vttrts and introwrts 
on thtt high aliMilftrity task •• oompmcmA to th« low almilarity 
taa)c can ba axplalned in tarns of tha invartad->U ralationship 
batwaan arousal la^X as datainwUiid by task dlf£i,c»tity and the 
lavai of parformanea. High similarity task with 66% sinilarity 
batwean signal and iK>n-signal events* because of being highly 
difficult in nature should have bean highly arousing also* Greater 
the similarity between signal end non«>siyndl events more difficult 
it 8)K>uld be to detect the signals* As the relationship between 
arousal and performance is non-linear* the markedly poor 
performance on the high similerity teak as con^ared to the low 
similarity task (^3% similarity)* indicates that the former task 
was so difficult* that is* so arousing &a to lead to a marked 
deterioration in performance* 
significently marked rise in concaission errors in 
both the types of subjects on the high similarity task indicates 
that discrimination of signals from non*signals had become so 
difficult as to make the subjects highly pzx>ne to commit the 
errors* The mean correnission error increased frcnn 9*25 in 
extraverts and 6*90 in introverts on the low similarity task 
to 12*95 and 10*50 respectively on the high similarity task* 
with the differcmce being significant at .01 level in either case* 
The diserlmi native capacity of the subjects had a^ jparently been 
put under severe strain by being required to keep a sustained 
watch for signals which %fere highly similar to non-signals* 
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8««id«s, UB<3«r such ft condition ons would oxpact that thft 
incidftne* of lincftrtaintjr mm to whether a giv«n ftvant wa« a 
signal or non«>signal atwuld incraasa substantially, resulting 
into larger mmber of errors. But in cases of uncertainty* 
which should have been quite frequent on the high similarity 
task# the subjects might as well have refrained frcMii giving 
positive responses. This should have resulted in a decrease 
in commission errors* which evidently was not the case* The 
task* it may be recalled* required the subjects to give a 
positive reaptonse in the fozm of tick mark to the signals and 
a negative response in the form of cross mark to the non^ -signalsi 
But t^at they did s^sma to be something ejq^ ected most from the 
widely held view that a vigilance task by its very nature 
motivates the subjects to detect signals* and this makes 
detection of signals a rewarding experience (Holland* 1958y 
Eysenck* 1976)• This in the terminology of signal detection 
theory may be said to have increased the pay«»of f matrix* result* 
ing into increased likelihood of saying *yes* in cases of un* 
certainty* which sho\U,d have been quite frequent on the high 
sindlarity task indeed. 
As regards the difference observed between extraverts 
and introverts on the high similarity task* with the former type 
of subjects detecting significantly fewer signals and making 
significantly more cownission errors than the subjects of the 
latter type* the results are explicable in terms of differential 
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r«t« of g«n«r«ticm aad dissipation of rowstlv* inhibition in th«t 
two typss of sttbjActs as eonesivod by syssnek. The oxtravsrts 
did poorly in ecMi^ arison to introvarta* bacausa in thair casa 
raaetiva Inhibition gztnr or 90t aceumulatad at a fastax rAta« 
But by tha sama reasoning ona would axpact axtravarta to suffar 
dacramant mora than introverts* because the differential growth 
of reactive inhibition slKiuld get increasingly sharper witit 
time on watch. The results in vigilance decrement over time 
(Fig. 2)» however* were contrary to the expectation* although 
the difference was not large enough to be significant* aut how 
it is that on the high similarity task* and particularly on one 
of the three indices of vigilance only* that is* detection 
decrement* the trend of result was contrary to the expectation? 
A close scrutiny of the data might provide the explanation. 
The signal detection percentages on the high 
similarity task of introverts in the ZX and IZZ units (40.71% 
and 17.85^} %fere actually higher than those of extravexrt^  
(30.00% and 12.86%)* and yet the extent of decrement was sharper 
in introverts* because the percentage of signals detested in tiie 
I unit of watch in their case was much higher (77.14%) than in 
the case of extraverts (57.14%}. In fact* the detection percwn* 
tage in introverts in the I unit of watch on the high similarity 
task was higher then that on the low similarity task (71.43%)• 
H«aee* the extent of decrmMint as determined by the differenee 
between the detection percentages of the I and III units of 
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watch e«Mi out to bm largor in introverts as &»aipmn4l to 
•xtravorta* But why it is that introvarts on tha high similaritir 
taaX atartad out at such a high iaval? Could it ba that thay 
pareaivad tha tttidr# whi<!h iawolvad aharpar diaoriaination 
batwaan aignaX and non<»aignal atitnuli* aa a ehallimga to thair 
discriNdnativa capacity* It is difficult to aay that thay 
actually did ao» ixit tha posaibility cannot ba rulad out* Anyway 
if tha introvarta suffared decreaiwnt mora than axtmvarta* it 
was of little conaeguanca* bacauaa the diffaranca waa insignifi-
cant* 
Before closing the discussion it will be worthwhile 
to con^are the results obtained with ttK>8e of other relevant 
studies* The review of studies showed that the expected 
difference between extroverts and introverts does not show \3p 
if the difficulty level of the task is low (Bakan> 1959y 
Mclaughlin* 1972)« and that the emergence of difference is 
facilitated if the condition is made arouaing 1^ means of noiae 
(Davies & Hockeyt 1966)» irrelevant stimulation <Oavies & et al« 
1969}* or druga (Mclaughlin* 1972)* Besides* the investigators 
have rarely ei^ ployed all the three indicea of vigilance* and 
that quite a few of thmm aeam to have been concerned with 
commiaaion errora only (Tune* 1966i Krupski* 1971| Oaviea & at al# 
1969)* with the result that a eos^ o^sita picture of vigilwnee 
performance in the two typea of subjects haa not emerged* More* 
over* the preaent inveatigation «»uld oome acroas not a single 
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study using siRiilarlty bstwesn the const!tuwnt sXsnisnts of 
signs! «Bd non^signsX stlauil «s s vsrisbls* or s vigllsnes tssk 
of s difficulty lovsi on which ths psrfomisneo oould b« oxpsetod 
40^  dot4NrierAto on tho ^ aais of thft iJiiM»xrt«d»U rsl&tionship 
bstvssn arousal mm detsmiasd by task difficulty and jporfonoaaes* 
Hsncs* th« question of cofl^ orativ® siraluation of the results of 
the hi^h similarity task does iK>t arise at all. 
The present study on the low similarity task# 
wlitich was similar to the widely used Bakan's task* has yielded 
results generally coirrolsorating those of other investigators* Xn 
fact« the results hove more positively supported the Lysenek's 
theory* perhaps because o£ more regorous contxx>l and tlie use of 
relatively larger and laore contxasting satnples* Besides* even 
the low similarity task was fairly difficult in con^arison to 
Sakan*s task (1963)« because the number of signals were only 21 
out of 1800 items* the rate of presentation of the ite£»s was 
twice faster* and the distribution of signals in each unit of 
watch was not the same but different and randomly determined* 
In conclusion* it may be stated that the results of 
the study* using extraversion and similarity between signal and 
non*signal stimuli as variables* has supported the predietions 
derived from £ysenek*s theory and the inverted-V relationship 
between arousal level as determined by task difficulty and the 
level of vigilance performance* Constitutional similarity 
between signal end noa»signal stimuli as a factor* and the manner 
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in %fhieh it is r«I«t«4 to vigilwie«« m«y hav* p]:«ctic«l 
iMicx'ing also. Bmmidmm, th« trwid of results on all tho 
thrao indicaa of viyilwica in both tha ty|»a of aubjacta 
and on both tha taaka baing mora or lass tha aama* 
indicata that the indices are highly correlated. But 
this has to be ascertained enpirically* 
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Vigilanc* or th* process of sustaining attention 
has received the attention of quite a large number of investi-
gators in, the areau of a^ p^lied experimental psychology during 
the last two or three decades* primarily to know the reasons 
why the man in his changed role from active manipulator to 
passive monitor of the ongoing events has not been doing so 
well. The efforts have led to the isolation of a ntimber of 
task* extra*task# and subject variables affecting vigilance 
performanc e» The study undertaken by the present investigator 
on the vigilance performance of extraverts and introverts on 
the low and high similarity tasks was theoretical rather than 
applicational in nature. 
Theoretically and empirically* extraversion has 
been considered to be the most important personality variable 
related to vigilance* and the predicted superiority of intro-
verts over extraverts from Eysenck's theory has been generally 
supported* although the results yielded by the studies are not 
quite conclusive. As regards the similarity between the 
constituent elements of signal and non-signal stimuli* the 
survey of literature revealed that this task variable has not 
been investigated so far. On the basis of the postulated 
differences between extraverts and introveirts in the level of 
arousal and the rate of generation and dissipation of reactive 
inhibition* and the inverted-U relationship between task 
difficulty and performance* it was hypothesised that introverts 
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sh@tild 4o b«tt«r than «xtraverts on the low similarity task# 
and that on the high similarity task« although the differential 
trend should remain the same* both the types of subjects should 
do poorer in comparison to their performance on the low 
similarity tasH. 
As both the variables were of two levels* the 
experiment was carried out following a 2x2 factorial design. 
A Hindi adaptation of Eysenck's Extraversion - Introversion 
Inventory, with 80th and 20th percentiles as cutting points, 
was used for drawing two groups of extraverts and two groups 
of Introverts, each group having 20 subjects. Making Bakan's 
auditory vigilance task (1963), which required the subjects to 
detect the occurrence of a particular sequence of digits in a 
series of digits as the basis, two parallel tasks, one with 
33% and the other with 66% similarity between signal and non-
signal stimuli, were prepared. The high similarity task was so 
difficult in coR^arison to the low similarity task as to lead 
to a deterioration in performance, and this was empirically 
ascertained. The period of watch was 45 mts. and each task 
was so designed as to make it breakable for the purpose of data 
analysis into three equal length \mits, each unit having 7 
randomly distributed three-digit signal items among 593 non-
signal items. 
The experiment was performed individually. Unlike 
the case in most of the studies, all the three Indices of 
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vlgiXanc«# nam«ly# correct detection* decrement in detection 
overtime* and coiwnission errors or false alarms were used in 
order to have a composite picture of the vigilance performance 
of the tw6 typws of subjeet on the low and high similarity 
tasks. 
Analysis of variance of the data showed that 
while extraversion and task similarity contributed signifi-
cantly to the variance in detection scores as well as in 
commission errors* their interaction did not. Between 
personality and between tasks comparisons yielded results in 
the direction predicted except in detection decrement overtime 
on the high similarity task* where introverts* contrary to 
prediction* suffered decrement more than extraverts* although 
the difference was not marked enough to be significant. The 
results were discussed in the light of relevant theoretical 
frameworks and studies. 
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